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The picture on the front page shows the surface of a pressed powder target from which
particles are sputtered. The arrows indicate the direction in which these particles are emit-
ted. The color of each arrow indicates whether the particle is redeposited onto the surface
(red) or whether it can leave the target (black). In chapter 2 it is explained how this is cal-
culated and how it influences the sputter yield and the angular distribution of the sputtered
particles.
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Nederlandse samenvatting
–Summary in Dutch–

Een dunne film is een laagje dat is aangebracht op het oppervlak van een voorwerp
met als doel de eigenschappen van dat oppervlak te veranderen. “Dun” is uiter-
aard een relatieve term, maar in de dunne film industrie worden hieronder diktes
verstaan van enkele nanometers tot enkele microns. Deze definitie van een dunne
film lijkt misschien zeer breed, de mogelijke toepassingsgebieden zijn dan ook
enorm. Van componenten voor space shuttle motoren, tot ruiten van kantoorge-
bouwen en de smartphone in de broekzak, dunne filmen spelen een belangrijke rol
in hun werking.

Om een dunne laag af te zetten op een substraat zijn verscheidene technieken
voor handen. Deze methoden zijn onder te verdelen in twee categorieën. Afhan-
kelijke van de aard van de processen die zich afspelen spreekt men van chemische
depositie of fysische depositie. Enkele voorbeelden van chemische depositiepro-
cessen zijn chemische damp depositie (CVD), sol-gel depositie and atomaire laag
depositie (ALD). Gepulste laser depositie (PLD), kathodische boog depositie en
magnetron sputteren zijn dan weer fysische depositieprocessen. Hoewel al deze
technieken zowel hun voor- als nadelen hebben, is magnetron sputteren de meest
gebruikte methode om dunne lagen af te zetten op industriële schaal. De reden
hiervoor is een combinatie van relatief hoge depositiesnelheden, een goede con-
trole over laagcompositie en microstructuur alsook een grote veelzijdigheid wat
betreft de verschillende materialen die afgezet kunnen worden. Daarenboven is
magnetron depositie relatief makkelijk opschaalbaar van labo niveau naar proces-
sen met een industriële omvang.

Zoals reeds vermeld zijn de toepassingsmogelijkheden van dunne lagen enorm.
Bovendien, wat ooit begon met de depositie van eenvoudige metallische lagen voor
elektrische contacten is vandaag de dag geëvolueerd naar de deposite van oxides,
nitrides, legeringen met verscheidene elementen etc., kortom, dunne lagen met
gevarieerde en complexe chemische structuren. De vraag naar dergelijke complexe
coatings met zeer specifieke eigenschappen brengt verschillende uitdagingen met
zich mee, niet enkel voor de industrie die deze coatings op grote schaal wil en moet
produceren, maar eveneens voor de onderzoekers in het labo. Deze laatste staan in
principe voor twee uitdagingen. Om de eigenschappen van deze lagen te kunnen
relateren aan de depositie omstandigheden en hun compositie is het wenselijk te
beschikken over een techniek die hen toelaat de compositie van de laag op een
eenvoudige en kostefficiënte manier te wijzigen. Daarnaast is er een gedetaileerde
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beschrijving nodig van de materiaalflux naar het substraat en de energiedistributie
van de gesputterde atomen aangezien deze een belangrijke rol spelen in de groei
van de laag. In het geval van magnetron sputterdepositie komt dit neer op een
grondige kennis van de sputter opbrengst, de initiële angulaire distributie én de
factoren die deze beı̈nvloeden.

Deze thesis heeft als doel bovenstaande uitdagingen aan te gaan, of toch op
z’n minst de lezer enkele interessante inzichten bij te brengen omtrent fundamen-
tele aspecten van het sputterproces enerzijds en de depositie van dunne lagen met
meerdere elementen anderszijds.

In dit proefschrift worden de mogelijkheden en beperkingen onderzocht van
het gebruik van poeder targets voor de depositie van dunne lagen bestaande uit
verschillende elementen. Om het depositieproces te kunnen begrijpen, is een gron-
dige kennis van sputterproces noodzakelijk. Dit is dan ook het onderwerp van het
eerste hoofdstuk, waar een overzicht wordt gegeven van magnetron sputteren. Er
wordt in het bijzonder aandacht gegeven aan de begrippen “sputter opbrengst” en
“angulaire distributie van gesputterde deeltjes” aangezien ze de hoeveelheid ato-
men bepalen die in de gasfase terecht komt en in welke richting de gesputterde
atomen de bron verlaten. Deze hebben dan ook een significante invloed op wat er
op het substraat terecht komt.

In het tweede hoofdstuk wordt onderzocht hoe het sputterproces verandert
wanneer een standaard sputter target vervangen wordt door een poeder target. Na
het evalueren van de stabiliteit van de ontlading, wordt aangetoond dat de morfolo-
gie van het targetoppervlak een significante invloed heeft op de sputter opbrengst
en de angulaire distributie. Een ontwikkelde Monte Carlo code stelt ons in staat
dit effect te kwantificeren en de angulaire distributie te berekenen.

De opgedane kennis uit de eerste twee hoofdstukken wordt vervolgens toege-
past in hoofdstuk drie en vier, waar de depositie van multi-element lagen a.d.h.v.
gemengde poeder targets besproken wordt. Het derde hoofdstuk handelt over de
tijdsafhankelijkheid van de oppervlakcompositie en de resulterende metaalfluxen
voor een poeder target bestaande uit twee verschillende elementen. Als voor-
beeld wordt de depositie van koper-aluminium en titaan-zilver lagen besproken.
Er wordt aangetoond dat m.b.v. de berekende angulaire distributies uit hoofdstuk
twee, de compositie van de afgezette film gecorreleerd kan worden met de com-
positie van de target. In het vierde hoofdstuk wordt de flexibiliteit van de methode
getest door dunne lagen af te zetten gebruik makend van targets met drie en zes
verschillende elementen. Opnieuw wordt teruggegrepen naar de angulaire distri-
buties uit hoofdstuk twee en de evolutie van de compositie van het targetoppervlak
uit hoofdstuk drie om de compositie van de lagen te kunnen verklaren. In hoofd-
stuk vijf tenslotte wordt een overzicht gegeven van alle bekomen resultaten.



English summary

A thin film is a layer of material that has been applied to the surface of an object
with the aim of changing the properties of that surface. While “thin” is a relative
term, in thin film industries it covers thicknesses ranging from a few nanometers
to several microns. While this definition of thin films might seem broad, so is the
vast range of their applications. From space shuttle engine components, to office
building window panes and the smartphone in your pocket, thin films fulfill an
important role in the functioning of these devices.

Several deposition techniques are available to deposit a thin film onto a sub-
strate. In general these methods fall into two categories. Depending on the nature
of the processes that are involved the technique is considered to be either a chemi-
cal or physical deposition process. Examples of chemical depositions are chemical
vapor deposition (CVD), the sol-gel method and atomic layer deposition (ALD).
Pulsed laser deposition (PLD), cathodic arc deposition and magnetron sputtering
are examples of physical deposition methods. While all of these methods have
their benefits and disadvantages, magnetron sputtering is probably the most widely
used techique in industry for thin film deposition. The reason for this is the com-
bination of relative high deposition rates, good control over film composition and
microstructure and a high versatility as it can be used to deposit many different
kind of coatings. Moreover, magnetron sputter processes that have been optimized
in a laboratory environment can be upscaled relativily easily to industrial size pro-
cesses.

As mentioned, the number of possible thin film applications is huge. Fur-
thermore, what started with the deposition of simple metallic films for electrical
contacts has evolved over the years to the deposition of multi-element oxides, ni-
trides, alloys etc. all with a complex chemistry. The demand for these complex
coatings with very specific properties poses challenges not only for the large scale
processes in industry, but also for the researchers in the lab who are investigat-
ing the possibilities of these complex coatings. The latter have to face two main
challenges. First, in order to correlate the properties to the deposition conditions
and the composition of the coatings a method is required which allows a cheap
and easy way of changing the film composition. Secondly, detailed and precise
information regarding the material flux towards the substrate and the energy dis-
tribution of the arriving atoms is required as these play a key role in the growth
of the films. For magnetron sputter deposition, this translates into a good under-
standing of the sputter yield and the nascent angular distribution and the factors
that influence them.
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x ENGLISH SUMMARY

The aim of this thesis is to meet both of these challenges or to at least offer the
reader some interesting insights regarding a few fundamental aspects of the sputter
process on the one hand and the deposition of multi-component thin films on the
other hand.

In this work the possibilities and limitations of using pressed powder targets
for the deposition of thin films containing several elements is investigated. In order
to understand the deposition process, a thorough knowledge of the sputter process
is required. This is the subject of the first chapter, where an overview is given of
magnetron sputtering. Special attention is paid to the concepts of “sputter yield”
and “angular distribution of sputtered particles” as these determine the amount and
the direction of the atoms that enter the gas phase. Hence they have a significant
influence on what will arrive at the substrate.

In the second chapter we investigate how the sputter process is affected when
a regular target is switched with a powder target. After evaluation of the discharge
stability, it is shown that the target surface morphology has a significant influence
on the sputter yield and the angular distribution. A Monte Carlo code is developed
in order to quantify this effect and enables us to calculate the angular distribution.

The knowledge acquired throughout the first two chapters is then applied in
chapters three and four to discuss the use of mixed powder targets for the depo-
sition of multi-component thin films. The third chapter deals with the time de-
pendence of the target surface composition and the resulting metal fluxes using
binary powder mixtures. As an example, the deposition of copper-aluminum and
titanium-silver coatings is discussed. It is shown that, using the angular distri-
butions obtained in the second chapter, the composition of the coatings can be
related to the composition of the target. In the fourth chapter we investigate how
flexible this method really is, by sputtering from powder targets containing a mix
of three and six different elements. Again, the angular distributions from the sec-
ond chapter are needed to explain the composition of the obtained films. Finally,
we conclude in the fifth chapter with an overview of the obtained results.



“Research is what I’m doing,
when I don’t know what I’m doing.”

Wernher von Braun
(1912-1977)





1
Basic Concepts of Magnetron

Sputtering

1.1 Introduction

Sputtering is defined as the ejection of atoms from a target material due to an en-
ergetic particle bombardment. In the case of magnetron sputtering, these energetic
particles are positively charged ions coming from a plasma which is generated by
an electric gas discharge at low pressure. A negative voltage is applied between
the target, which serves as cathode, and the vacuum chamber, causing the ions to
be accelerated towards the target. When an ion hits the target, energy and momen-
tum are transferred to the target atoms in a series of consecutive collisions. Surface
atoms that are part of this collision cascade and receive momentum in the direction
away from the target and an amount of energy that exceeds the surface binding en-
ergy, are sputtered and leave the target. The sputtered particles then move through
the gas phase until they get deposited onto a substrate.

When sputtering was first observed in the middle of the 19th century, it was
viewed as an unwanted effect that destroyed the cathode and contaminated the
plasma. This is no longer the case as the process is nowadays widely used for
surface cleaning and etching, surface layer analysis and most notably thin film
deposition.

In this chapter a brief overview will be given of the processes described above.
In section 1.2 a general description is given of the magnetron gas discharge. In-
teractions between the ions and the target surface are discussed in section 1.3,

1



2 BASIC CONCEPTS OF MAGNETRON SPUTTERING

where basic quantities such as the sputter yield and the angular distribution of the
sputtered atoms are introduced. Finally, section 1.4 deals with the reactive sputter
process.

1.2 Overview of a DC magnetron discharge

A typical setup of a magnetron sputtering rig is given in Fig. 1.1. On the left the
configuration of the vacuum chamber can be seen, with a more detailed picture of
the discharge region on the right.

gas inlet

cooling
pumping 

system

anode
cathode (target)

magnets

copper

housing

substrate
substrate

deposited

coating

sputtered

particles

magnetic

field lines

plasma

target

magnets

power supply

gas

atoms

Figure 1.1: Typical setup of a sputter deposition rig. The magnetron itself contains the
target, which acts as cathode, magnets and the cooling system. It is surrounded
by an anode housing and is placed inside a vacuum chamber. A more detailed
picture of the discharge is shown on the right.

To initiate a discharge, the pressure in the vacuum chamber is reduced to typ-
ically 10−4 Pa (10−6 mbar) after which argon gas is introduced into the chamber.
The typical argon pressure is in the range of 0.2 − 2 Pa. The discharge is then
started by applying a negative DC voltage between the cathode and the anode1.
Primary electrons that are present in the vacuum chamber due to background radi-
ation are accelerated away from the negatively charged target. When the applied
voltage is large enough, the electrons obtain sufficient energy to ionize the ar-
gon neutrals, which are in turn accelerated towards the target. When these ions
reach the target, they not only sputter target atoms, but also induce the emission
of secondary electrons from the target. The number of electrons that are emitted

1While the applied voltage is negative, the discharge voltage throughout this thesis will be discussed
(both in the text as in the figures) in terms of its absolute value. For example, when it is stated that “the
discharge voltage increases from 400 V to 450 V”, it implies that the discharge voltage decreases from
−400 V to −450 V.
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per incoming ion is called the secondary electron emission yield γisee. This pa-
rameter depends strongly on the condition of the target material and on the ion
energy. However, for low ion energies (below 500 eV, which is typical for mag-
netron discharges) and clean metal surfaces the ISEE yield depends only on the
potential energy of the ion [1]. Values of the ISEE yield are typically in the range
of 0.08−0.18, depending on the target material [2]. These secondary electrons are
again accelerated away from the target and may also ionize argon atoms. When
one electron creates sufficient secondary electrons in order to ensure one ioniza-
tion, the discharge achieves breakdown and becomes self-sustaining.

Not all collisions between electrons and argon neutrals result in the formation
of argon ions. When the transferred energy is less than the ionization energy, the
argon neutral can still be excited. These excited argon atoms go back to their
ground state by emitting a photon, creating the typical glow of the plasma.

In magnetron sputtering, a magnetic field B is also applied to the discharge in
addition to the electric field E. This is done by placing magnets behind the target.
As the secondary electrons move in a region where both an electrical as well as a
magnetic field is present, their movement is governed by the Lorentz force:

F = q (E + v ×B) (1.1)

where q and v are the electron charge and velocity. The magnetic part of this force
causes the electrons to gyrate around the direction of the magnetic field B. The
angular frequency and the radius of the gyration, called the cyclotron frequency
Ωc and the Larmor radius ρL, are:

Ωc =
|q|
m
B (1.2)

ρL =
vn
Ωc

(1.3)

where m is the electron mass and vn the velocity component perpendicular to
the magnetic field. This means that the electrons are unable to travel perpendicu-
lar to the magnetic field lines over distances greater than ρL: they are confined2.
The electric field on the other hand causes the electrons to move in the direction
perpendicular to both the electric field and the magnetic field. This is called the
E×B or Hall drift. The combination of the electron confinement and the E×B

drift ensures that the electrons have a much longer mean free path in the plasma
than in conventional glow discharges, giving rise to more ionization collisions, and
consequently higher ion fluxes. These ion fluxes are highest in between the mag-
nets, hence most of the target material is sputtered there. This gives a characteristic

2Electrons can still escape this “trap”, either through collisions or by following an unclosed mag-
netic field line.
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feature of conventional planar magnetrons called the racetrack. This racetrack gen-
erally limits the complete target utilization, resulting in higher working costs. This
problem can be overcome by using rotatable magnetrons. Instead of a cylindrical
inner magnet and an outer magnet ring, these magnetrons consist of a central bar
shaped magnet surrounded by a rectangular shaped magnet configuration around
which a cylindrical target rotates [3]. This greatly enhances the utilization of the
target and is therefore much more interesting for industrial applications.

Depending on the configuration of the magnets, a magnetron can be either
“balanced” or “unbalanced”. A balanced magnetron implies that all magnetic field
lines are closed in on themselves, while an unbalanced magnetron has open field
lines that are directed towards the chamber walls (“type 1”) or towards the substrate
(“type 2”) [4–7]. A schematic representation of the possible magnet configurations
is given in Fig. 1.2. The magnetron that was used for all experiments in this thesis
is a planar circular magnetron consisting of two NdFeB magnets. The cylindrical
central magnet has a diameter of 12 mm while the inner and outer diameter of the
outer magnet ring is 34 and 49 mm respectively. Both magnets are 10 mm high and
have a BHmax of 32 MGOe, resulting in an unbalanced configuration of type 2.
As an example the magnetic field strength at 1 cm above the copper housing of the
magnetron is given in Fig. 1.3. This was measured with a Gauss probe as well as
calculated using the finite element software package FEMM [8].

N NS

target

substrate

(a)

N NS

target

substrate

(b)

N NS

target

substrate

(c)

Figure 1.2: Possible magnet configurations in a magnetron: (a) balanced, (b) unbalanced
type 1, (c) unbalanced type 2.

Depending on how the electrical field is generated, a magnetron can be op-
erated in different modes. Most commonly a continuous DC signal is used, in
which case the term “DC magnetron sputtering” is coined. Commonly used al-
ternatives are radio-frequency (RF) sputtering [9], pulsed DC sputtering [10–12]
and high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) [13, 14]. RF sputtering
and pulsed DC sputtering allow sputtering of electrically insulating materials as
charge build up at the cathode is prevented. Hence, they are best suited for the de-
position of materials which are otherwise difficult to deposit with a continuous DC
power supply. HiPIMS is a relatively new technique which has been gaining sub-
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Figure 1.3: Measured and simulated magnetic field Bn at 1 cm above the copper housing
of the used magnetron.

stantial interest from researchers during the last years. HiPIMS applies extremely
high power densities in the order of kW/cm2 to the target in pulses of low duty
cycle (< 10%) and frequency (< 10 kHz). This results in the generation of a very
dense plasma with electron densities in the order of 1018 m−3 [15–17] compared
to 1014−1016 m−3 for DC magnetron sputtering [18, 19]. Moreover, up to 70% of
the sputtered particles may be ionized [13]. This makes it a suitable technique for
coating trenches or producing very dense layers as a biased substrate will attract
these charged particles. In this work only continuous DC magnetron sputtering is
used. For more information on the different operation modes, the reader is referred
to the literature.

1.3 Ion-target interactions

The collision cascade that is formed after an energetic ion hits the target sur-
face, can be subdivided in three different regimes, depending on the density of
the deposited energy: the single knock-on regime, the linear cascade and the spike
regime [20]. These regimes are illustrated in Fig. 1.4.

In the single knock-on regime, primary recoils are generated and dissipate their
energy by elastic collisions. Their energy, however, is too low to create secondary
recoils, i.e. the energy that is transferred between a primary recoil and another
target atom does not exceed the displacement energy of that atom. This means
that target atoms are only sputtered by directly receiving their energy from the
impinging ion. This regime is valid in the low ion energy range (≤ 100 eV), with
the exception of light ions, where, due to an inefficient energy transfer, it still
applies in the lower keV range. In the linear and the spike regime on the other
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hand, the recoiled atoms are energetic enough to generate secondary and higher
order recoils. Recoils that approach the target surface and are still energetic enough
to overcome the surface barrier, leave the target and are sputtered. In the case of
the linear regime, the density of this recoil cascade is low enough to ensure that
collisions occur only between one moving and one stationary particle. In the spike
regime (≥ 15 keV), the recoil density is so high that collisions between several
moving atoms can occur as well. The linear cascade regime is typical for ions
with an energy from a few hundreds of eV up to some keV and MeV, except for
heavier ions, which tend to cause the spike regime. As the ion energies during DC
magnetron sputtering remain generally below 500 eV, the linear cascade regime is
of most interest in this case.

(a) Single knock-on regime (b) Linear regime (c) Spike regime

Figure 1.4: Schematic drawing of the three different collision cascades.

1.3.1 Total sputter yield

When the energy of a surface atom at the end of a collision cascade is greater than
the surface binding energy, it is able to leave the target. The number of atoms that
leave the target per incident ion is defined as the sputter yield:

Y =
sputtered particles
incident particles

(1.4)

The value of the sputter yield for a given material depends on the kinetic energy,
mass and angle of incidence of the incoming ion and on the atomic mass, surface
binding energy and density of the target as well as its crystallographic orientation.

1.3.1.1 Analytical model

An analytical model was developed by Sigmund to calculate the sputter yield as
a function of the energy of the bombarding particle. This is done by (i) deter-
mining how many atoms are recoiled, (ii) calculating the amount of energy that
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is deposited into the target and (iii) calculating which fraction of these are able to
escape from the surface.

The determination of the expected number of atoms participating in a collision
cascade is a classical problem in the theory of radiation damage [21]. Let n(E,E0)

be the mean number of atoms set in motion with an initial energy larger than some
value E0 in a cascade initiated by a primary particle or recoil of initial energy E
(> E0). An expression for n(E,E0) can found by solving the Boltzmann transport
equation and is given by:

n(E,E0) = Γm
E

E0
(1.5)

with

Γm =
m

ψ(1)− ψ(1−m)
(1.6)

ψ(x) =
d

dx
log [Γ(x)] (1.7)

and Γ(x) the gamma function. Γm is a parameter depending only on m which
in turn depends only on the energy of the incident particles and characterizes the
scattering cross section. For a detailed description of the Boltzmann transport
equation and its solution we refer to [20].

Taking into account that the ion energy will not only be dissipated by elastic
nuclear collisions, but also by exciting electrons, we should replace E by ν(E):

ν(E) = E − η(E) (1.8)

where η(E) is the average amount of energy that is transferred to the electrons.
If we want to differentiate the participating recoils according to their energy, we
obtain the number of atoms F (E,E0)dE0 recoiling into a given energy interval
(E0, dE0) from Eq. 1.5:

F (E,E0) = −dn(E,E0)

dE0
= Γm

ν(E)

E2
0

(1.9)

F (E,E0) is called the recoil density. If we assume that the recoils of higher
generations dominate, the recoil density is isotropic in the solid angle Ω0 and
correct normalization gives:

F (E,E0,Ω0)dE0d
2Ω0 = Γm

ν(E)

E2
0

dE0
d2Ω0

4π
(1.10)

This expression gives the mean number of recoils with initial energy and direction
in the intervals (E0, dE0) and

(
Ω0, d

2Ω0

)
. Next to the initial energy and direction

of the recoils, the positions where they are created are also of importance. In [20]
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it is shown that the spatial distribution of the recoils F (E,Ω, E0,Ω0, r) scales
with the distribution of the deposited energy FD(E,Ω, r):

F (E,Ω, E0,Ω0, r) dE0d
2Ω0d

3r = Γm
FD (E,Ω, r)

E2
0

dE0
d2Ω0

4π
d3r (1.11)

where FD (E,Ω, r) is defined as:∫
d3rFD (E,Ω, r) = ν(E) (1.12)

and can be interpreted as the average energy that is dissipated by elastic collisions
in a volume d3r around r for a cascade generated by an ion with initial energy E
and direction Ω.

Equation 1.11 now gives the distribution according to which the recoils are
generated by an incomig ion with energy E and direction Ω.

Consider now a source supplying ψ incident particles per unit time with an
initial energy E. This source generates a distribution of moving target atoms. The
mean number of atoms G(E,E0)dE0 moving with an energy (E0, dE0) at any
time, is then given by:

G(E,E0)dE0 = ψn(E,E0)dt0 (1.13)

where

dt0 =
dE0

|dE0/dt0|
=

dE0

v0 |dE0/dx|
(1.14)

is the mean time a recoil atom needs to slow down from E0 + dE0 to E0 and v0

the velocity of the target atom energy E0.
Substituting Eq. 1.14 into Eq. 1.13 and taking into account that n(E,E0) =

E0F (E,E0), yields:

G(E,E0)dE0 = ψ
E0dE0

v0 |dE0/dx|
F (E,E0) (1.15)

with the recoil density F (E,E0) given by Eq. 1.9. Similar to the steps leading
from Eq. 1.9 to Eq. 1.11, we find:

G (E,Ω, E0,Ω0, r) dE0d
2Ω0d

3r = ψFD (E,Ω, r)
ΓmdE0

E0v0 |dE0/dx|
d2Ω0

4π
d3r

(1.16)

as the mean number of atoms moving with an energy (E0, dE0) in the direction(
Ω0, d

2Ω
)

in a volume d3r around r if there is a source at r = 0 supplying
ψ ion per unit time with energy E and direction Ω. Multiplying Eq. 1.16 with
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v0 = v0Ω0 gives the current density of target atoms, differential in energy E0 and
direction Ω0:

ψFD (E,Ω, r)
ΓmdE0

E0 |dE0/dx|
Ω0d

2Ω0

4π
d3r (1.17)

This expression allows an explicit evaluation of the flux of sputtered particles, by
embedding a target surface and calculating the flux through that surface.

Integrating Eq. 1.17 over the plane x = 0 which functions as the target surface,
then gives the flux of target atoms at the surface:

J (E0,Ω0) dE0d
2Ω0 = ψFD (E, θ, 0)

ΓmdE0

E0 |dE0/dx|
cos θ0

d2Ω0

4π
(1.18)

where θ0 is the angle between the direction Ω0 of the moving target particle and
the X-axis3. FD(E, θ, 0) is the depth profile of the deposited energy, evaluated at
the surface. It is obtained by integrating the deposited energy density FD(E,Ω, r)

over the Y Z plane:

FD(E, θ, 0) =

∫ +∞

−∞
dy

∫ +∞

−∞
dzFD (E,Ω, r) (1.19)

The particle flux J(E0,Ω0) describes the number of particles that move from
the bulk and reach the target surface. To escape the surface, these particles have
to overcome the surface binding energy. Let P (E0, θ0) be the probability that this
happens. Then, the sputtering yield Y is found by integrating it over θ0 and E0

and dividing the sputter current by the incident current ψ:

Y = ΛFD (E, θ, 0) (1.20)

with

Λ =
Γm
2

∫
dE0

E0 |dE0/dx|

∫
dθ0 cos θ0 sin θ0P (E0, θ0) (1.21)

The simplest model for surface binding of a metal is based on a planar surface
barrier Us. In that case, the probability P (E0, θ0) for an atom to escape the surface
is given by:

P (E0, θ0) =

{
1 E0 cos2 θ0 > Us
0 E0 cos2 θ0 < Us

(1.22)

3The X-axis is chosen along the outward surface normal, this in contrast to the overview in [22]
where the X-axis is chosen along the inward surface normal. This however has only an influence on
the integration limits for θ0.
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The expression for Λ can now be evaluated by taking into account that dE0/dx

is the nuclear stopping power of the target material and is given by [23]:

dE0

dx
= −NSn(E0) = − 1

1−m
NCmγ

1−mE1−2m
0 (1.23)

with N the target density and Cm a function of the mass ratio of the target atom
and the incident ions. The energy transfer factor γ is in this case equal to 1 as the
collisions undergone by recoil atoms are equal mass events. Substituting Eq. 1.23
and Eq. 1.22 into Eq. 1.21 gives:

Λ =
1−m
2NCm

· Γm ·
∫ π/2

0

cos θ0 sin θ0dθ0

∫ ∞
Us cos−2 θ0

dE0

E2−2m
0

(1.24)

where the integration limits for the energy are based on Eq. 1.22 for P (E0, θ0)

and those for θ0 on the cylindrical symmetry of the system and the direction of the
X-axis along the outward surface normal. Integration gives:

Λ =
Γm

8(1− 2m)
· 1

NCmU
1−2m
s

(1.25)

For low ion energies (E0 < 1 keV) the value of the exponent m can be set to
0 [20] and the depth profile of the deposited energy FD(E, θ, 0) = αNSn(E) =

αC0γE0. The variable Γm in the limit m → 0 becomes the inverse of the
trigamma function 1/ψ1(1) = 6/π2 [24]. Substituting this into Eq. 1.20 then
gives a surprisingly simple formula for the sputter yield:

Y =
3

4π2
α
γE

Us
(1.26)

with E the energy of the ions, γ the energy transfer factor for an elastic collision,
Us the surface binding energy and α a dimensionless function of the mass ratio
of the incoming particle and the target atom. This shows that the sputter yield
increases linearly with the ion energy. This is indeed the case in the linear cascade
regime, hence the name.

1.3.1.2 Semi-empirical approach

Besides Sigmund’s analytical theory, semi-empirical equations have been devel-
oped as well. The most known in this case, is the formula by Yamamura et
al. [25–27] for monoatomic solids bombarded with projectiles under normal in-
cidence:

Y (E) = 0.042
Q(Z2)α∗(M1/M2)

Us
· Sn(E)

1 + Γkε0.3

[
1−

√
Eth
E

]s
(1.27)
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where E and M1 are the energy and mass of the incoming ion, M2 the mass of the
target atom. The factor Γ has the form

Γ =
W (Z2)

1 + (M1/7)3
(1.28)

Best fit values of the parameters W (Z2), Q(Z2) and s can be found in [25]. Best
fit values of α∗ can be calculated as follows, depending on the ratio of M1 and
M2:

α∗ =

{
0.249 · (M2/M1)0.56 + 0.0035 · (M2/M1)1.5 M1 ≥M2

0.0875 · (M2/M1)−0.15 + 0.165 · (M2/M1) M1 ≤M2
(1.29)

Eth is the threshold energy for sputtering and is given by:

γ · Eth =

{
6.7 · Us M1 ≥M2

(1 + 5.7M1/M2) · Us M1 ≤M2
(1.30)

with γ the energy transfer factor in an elastic collision. ke is the Lindhard elec-
tronic stopping coefficient [28], and Sn(E) the nuclear stopping cross section,
given by:

Sn(E) =
84.78 · Z1Z2(
Z

2/3
1 + Z

2/3
2

) · M1

M1 +M2
sTFn (ε) (1.31)

in units of eV A2.
Similar to Sigmund’s theoretical expression, Yamamura’s semi-empirical for-

mula Eq. 1.27 has a linear dependency on the energy in the energy range 100 −
1000 eV.

1.3.1.3 Monte Carlo Simulations

The theoretical and/or semi-empirical calculations of the two previous sections
provide valuable analytical expressions that describe the important physical mech-
anisms related to sputtering and the corresponding dependencies of several vari-
ables. However, these sections also show that the solutions are more than of-
ten complicated and simplified assumptions have to be made. Alternatively, sev-
eral software packages have been developed which simulate the evolution of the
collision cascade inside the target. Binary collision Monte Carlo codes such as
SRIM [29, 30], TRIDYN [31], SDTRIM.SP [32], ACAT [33] and MARLOWE [34] are
available to simulate the sputter process and calculate the sputter yield. In the fol-
lowing a brief description of SRIM will be given as this might aid the reader to
visualize the mathematical approach of Eckstein’s analytical model.

SRIM is a binary collision approximation (BCA) simulation which treats the
transport of atoms in a solid as a series of consecutive collisions between which
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x

y

z

Figure 1.5: Section of an ion or recoil trajectory with consecutive collision with target
atoms denoted by i, i+1 and i+2. The solid lines represent the ion trajectory.

the particle follows a straight trajectory (Fig. 1.5). After an i-th collision, the
particle has an energy Ei and its movement is defined by the polar and azimuthal
angles αi and βi. The ion or recoil atom is then allowed to move over a distance
λ, the mean free path length. In this case λ is defined as the mean atomic distance
of the target material:

λ = N−
1
3 (1.32)

with N the atomic density of the material. After having travelled a distance λ, the
particle collides again and is scattered over the angles θ and φ, with respect to the
center of mass system. Due to cylindrical symmetry, φ can be chosen randomly in
the interval [0, 2π], while the polar scattering angle θ can be numerically calculated
from the classical trajectory integral [35]:

θ = π − 2p

∫ ∞
rmin

dr√
1− V (r)

Ecom
− p2

r2

(1.33)

with rmin the minimum distance of approach, V (r) the inter atomic potential,
Ecom the energy of the particle in the center of mass system and p the impact pa-
rameter. The value of p is calculated from a random number r, equally distributed
in [0, 1[:

p = pmax ·
√
r (1.34)

with a maximum impact parameter pmax given by:
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πp2
maxλ = N−1 (1.35)

This implies that a cylindrical volume with radius pmax and length λ contains one
target atom, which corresponds with one collision per atomic volume N−1. The
new directional angles αi + 1 and βi + 1 can be calculated from the scattering
angles Θ and Φ after correctly rotating θ and φ to the laboratory system.

The energy of the particle after the collision is given by:

Ei+1 = Ei − T −∆E (1.36)

with T the transferred kinetic energy and ∆E the electronic energy loss. If T
is larger than the displacement energy, a recoil is generated with initial energy
E1 = T − Eb. Eb is the bulk binding energy of the target material and is often
set to zero due to lack of better knowledge. The incident ion and the generated
recoils are tracked until their kinetic energy drops below a certain cut off energy.
When one is interested in the sputter yield, this cutoff energy can be chosen to
be the surface binding energy as this is the minimum energy an atom must have
to escape the surface. The software package TRIDYN operates similar to SRIM,
however, while SRIM lets each ion hit a “fresh” target, TRIDYN is a dynamic code
that takes into account the new positions of target atoms after they have been a part
of a collision cascade. TRIDYN can also take into account the incorporation of ions
into the target.

1.3.1.4 Sputter yield measurements

It should be noted that the values of the sputter yield obtained by the different
methods depend rather heavily on the model that is used, hence it is often desirable
to experimentally verify the sputter yield. This is done by sputtering a target for
a certain time at a constant discharge voltage. In order to calculate the sputter
yield, two values are needed: 1) the number of ions that have hit the target during
the time that the target was sputtered and 2) the number of target atoms that have
been sputtered during that time. The former can be deduced from the discharge
current Id (C/s) as this is a measure for the number of charge exchanges at the
target surface, while the latter can be calculated from the mass difference of the
target before and after sputtering.

The discharge current is given by the sum of the positive current towards the
target by incoming ions and the negative current of secondary electrons leaving
the target:

Id = Iion + Ie− (1.37)

The electron current and the ion current are related by the secondary emission
yield: Ie− = γiseeIion, hence:
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Iion =
Id

1 + γisee
(1.38)

Dividing by the elementary charge e (C) then gives the number of incident ions
per unit time:

dNion
dt

=
Id

e · (1 + γisee)
(1.39)

The total number of ions that have hit the target during a time interval [t0, tN ] is
then given by:

Nion =

∑N
i=0 Id(ti)∆t

e · (1 + γisee)
(1.40)

with Id(ti) the discharge current measured at time ti, ∆t the time between two
measurements of Id and N the number of times Id(ti) was measured.

The number of sputtered particles Nsputt can be deduced from the mass dif-
ference ∆m = m(t0)−m(tN ) of the target before and after sputtering:

Nsputt =
∆m ·NA

M
(1.41)

with NA Avogadro’s number and M the molar mass of the target material. The
experimental sputter yield Y = Nsputt/Nion is then given by:

Y (E) =
∆m ·NA

M
·

(∑N
i=0 Id(ti)∆t

e · (1 + γisee)

)−1

(1.42)

where E is the ion energy, which is approximately 75% of the discharge volt-
age [36–38]. Calculating the sputter yield using this equation, implies that we as-
sume that sputtering only occurs due to charged particles hitting the target. Hence,
sputtering by energetic argon neutrals which may have formed in the sheath is
neglected. These energetic neutrals can be formed by electron tunneling from an
energetic ion to an argon neutral. This process is called symmetrical charge ex-
change and can be of importance in plasmas with a broad cathode sheath and/or
at higher pressures. As the sheath thickness is small for the used magnetron con-
figuration (≈ 1 mm, typically) [39] and the working pressures are low (< 1 Pa),
neglecting this contribution seems justified.

Fig. 1.6 shows some values of sputter yields at different ion energies obtained
by experiments, Yamamura’s formula, SRIM and TRIDYN. The accuracy of the
latter two models is determined by the limits that are imposed and the approx-
imations that are made such as the handling of the atom-atom interactions, the
used interatomic scattering potential, the cut off energy etc. How these aspects of
the collision process are dealt with within the code will significantly influence the
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outcome of the simulated sputter yields, as can be seen by large variation in the
obtained data with these codes. The values obtained with Yamamura’s formula
are based on Eq. 1.27, where the accuracy is limited by the calculation of the dif-
ferent fitting parameters. For some of the materials the simulated or calculated
values correspond well with the experimental results, however, large deviations
are noticed as well. These can possibly be attributed to a strong influence of the
surface binding energy, which is not always accurately documented. Moreover,
the implantation of Ar atoms into the target will also affect the sputter yield as this
changes the composition of the target. The amount of Ar that is implanted is still
a subject of investigation [40–44].
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Figure 1.6: Experimental and calculated sputter yields for Ag, Al, Cu and Ti using different
methods.
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The biggest difference between the experimental method for determining the
sputter yield and the computer simulations lies in the fact that the simulations
assume an atomically flat surface, with no microscopic or macroscopic dimensions
perpendicular to the target. The actual targets, however, have a specific surface
morphology which even evolves as the target is sputtered. How this can influence
the sputter yield is discussed in the next chapter.

1.3.2 Differential sputter yield: energy and angular distribu-
tion

While the total sputter yield is needed to calculate the metal flux leaving the target,
differential sputter yields with respect to the energy and the ejection angle is also of
interest as these describe the direction and the energy of the sputtered particles that
enter the gas phase. The nascent energy and the ejection angles of the sputtered
atoms will govern the collision process with the argon atoms as they travel through
the vacuum chamber. Therefore they influence the deposition rate at the substrate,
the energy of the arriving particles and essentially play a key role in the structure
and the properties of the deposited film.

A theoretical expression for the energy and angular distribution can also be
obtained from Sigmund’s analytical model. Going back to Eq. 1.18, the particle
flux J(E0,Ω0) describes the particles that reach the target surface from the bulk:

J (E0,Ω0) dE0d
2Ω0 = ψFD (E, θ, 0)

ΓmdE0

E0 |dE0/dx|
cos θ0

d2Ω0

4π
(1.43)

As mentioned in the previous section, these particles must overcome the sur-
face binding energy of the metal to leave the target. In order to conserve momen-
tum, the normal component of the momentum will be reduced by Us, while the
tangential part remains the same. Using the indices 0 and 1 for the particles inside
and outside the target respectively, the following relations hold (Fig. 1.7):

E1 cos2 θ1 = E0 cos2 θ0 − Us (1.44)

E1 sin2 θ1 = E0 sin2 θ0 (1.45)

The energy and direction of the emitted atom are then given by:

E1 = E0 − Us (1.46)

cos θ1 =

√
E0 cos2 θ0 − Us

E1
(1.47)

Substituting this into Eq. 1.43 gives the differential sputter yield:
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Figure 1.7: The change in energy and momentum of a target atom when it is sputtered.

d3Y = FD (E, θ, 0)
Γm
4π

E1dE1

(E1 + Us)
2 |dE0/dx|E0=E1+Us

cos θ1d
2Ω0 (1.48)

The expression |dE0/dx| in the nominator is the energy loss of a particle mov-
ing through a random medium and is given by the nuclear stopping cross section
Sn(E0) [20]: ∣∣∣∣dE0

dx

∣∣∣∣ = NSn(E0) =
1

1−m
NCmγ

1−mE1−2m
0 (1.49)

with N the target density and Cm a function of the mass ratio of the target atom
and the incident ions. Substituting this into the expression above gives:

d3Y

dE1d2Ω0
= FD (E, θ, 0)

Γm
4π

1−m
NCm

E1

(E1 + Us)
3−2m cos θ1 (1.50)

For low ion energies (E < 1 keV) the parameter m can be set to 0, so that the
differential sputter yield is proportional to:

d3Y

dE1d2Ω0
∝ E1

(E1 + Us)
3 cos θ1 (1.51)

To discuss this differential sputter yield, we will separate the energy distribu-
tion from the angular distribution and evaluate them as being unrelated. It should
be noted that this is in fact not the case, especially in the case of sub keV ions as
shown in [45] and [46], where the authors conclude that the energy distribution of
the sputtered atoms can depend dramatically on the ion’s angle of incidence and
on the direction of emission. For a more detailed description, the reader is referred
to [45] and [46].

The energy distribution E1/(E1 + Us)
3 corresponds to the Thompson distri-

bution for low energetic bombardment [47]. This expression is also obtained by
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computer simulations as shown in Fig. 1.8, where the energy distribution is plot-
ted of Ag atoms sputtered by an ion bombardment of 440 eV. Most particles are
sputtered with an energy of a few eV and the most probable energy is Us/2, which
is independent of the ion type and energy.

Deviations from the Thompson formula have also been observed, primarily
for light ions with an incident energy below 1 keV [48–55]. In this case single
knock on is the dominant sputtering mechanism, where the recoils have a long
path inside the target before they pass the surface. This means that the average
number of collisions undergone by a particle increases, leading to lower energies
and a narrower distribution.

fr
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.)

50403020100

energy (eV)

 Thompson
 SRIM

Figure 1.8: Thompson energy distribution of sputtered Ag atoms under an ion bombard-
ment of 440 eV. The red curve represents Thompson’s analytical formula
Eq. 1.51, while the blue curve is simulated with SRIM.

The analytical solution for the differential sputter yield in Eq. 1.51 shows that
the angular distribution of the sputtered atoms is proportional to the cosine of the
ejection angle. While this dependence is characteristic of an isotropic flux in the
target, deviations from this cosine law are also observed. For very low ion ener-
gies for example (Ei ≈ 100 eV), the collision cascade in the target is not well
developed and as a result, the distribution of recoils is no longer isotropic. In that
case the angular distribution becomes under-cosine [56]. For high ion energies
on the other hand, the angular distribution tends to become over-cosine or heart-
shaped. Fig. 1.9 shows the different types of angular distributions of sputtered
atoms: over-cosine, cosine, under-cosine and heart-shaped. These distributions
can be reproduced by several fitting models. The simplest approach is to assume
that the probability of emission is proportional to cosn θ, where n is a fitting coef-
ficient that can be adjusted to match an experimental distribution. The drawback
of this relation is that it cannot capture the heart-shape distribution which is com-
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Figure 1.9: Different types of nascent angular distributions.

monly observed in experiments [57–60].
An alternative equation is proposed by Yamamura:

d2Y

d2Ω
∝ cos θ

(
1 +B cos2 θ

)
(1.52)

where the value of the parameter B determines the shape of the distribution. The
cosine distribution corresponds to B = 0. B > 0 gives an over-cosine type
while −0.5 < B < 0 and B < −0.5 correspond to an under-cosine and heart-
shape distribution respectively. This equation captures a wide range of distribution
functions with only a single fit parameter.

If this single parameter is still too restrictive for a decent fit, one can introduce
more parameters as in [61] and [57]. Here the authors use an analytical equation
to describe the angular distribution:

d2Y

d2Ω
∝

5∑
i=0

ci cosi θ (1.53)

where the parameters ci are calibrated with experimental data.
It should be noted, that all of the expressions mentioned above are “merely”

fitting functions, where the parameters n, B or ci have no physical background.
Only the expressions for the angular distributions obtained from Eckstein’s model
or computer simulations such as SRIM, TRIDYN or SDTRIM.SP have a solid phys-
ical or theoretical foundation. These models correctly predict the shape of the
angular distribution at low and high ion energies (under cosine and over cosine
resp.), however, they are unable to reproduce the frequently observed heart-shape
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distributions during magnetron sputtering as only pure cosine distributions are ob-
tained for these energies. One major assumption that is made in both the analytical
model as in the computer simulations is that the target surface is atomically flat,
which is of course not the case when using real targets. How the specific surface
morphology can influence the sputter process is discussed in the next chapter.

1.4 Reactive sputtering

Until now, only metallic sputtering has been discussed. For the deposition of com-
pound materials such as oxides or nitrides, several options are available. RF or
pulsed DC sputtering of compound targets are two examples, but most commonly,
a metallic target is sputtered in a mixed gas atmosphere containing the inert gas
together with a reactive gas. In this case, the process is referred to as “reactive
sputtering”.

Although the introduction of a reactive gas does not affect the fundamental
principles of the sputter process described above, it does have a significant influ-
ence on the deposition conditions. This becomes clear when the deposition para-
meters such as the discharge voltage and the total pressure are viewed as a function
of the reactive gas flow (Fig. 1.10). When the oxygen flow is increased, it has ini-
tially no influence on the discharge voltage nor on the total pressure until a critical
point is reached after which there is a drastic change in both parameters. When the
oxygen flow is decreased again, the parameters return to their original value with
a similar abrupt change, however, the transition now occurs at a different critical
point. This hysteresis behavior is typical for the reactive sputter process.

During the sputtering of a metallic target in pure Ar, there is a constant flux
of material being deposited onto the substrate. When a reactive gas is introduced
into the vacuum chamber, it is chemisorbed by this deposited material and hence,
as long as the reactive flow remains low enough, no change in the deposition con-
ditions is observed. As soon as the reactive flow exceeds the critical flow, there is
insufficient material being deposited to “consume” all of the incoming reactive gas.
This excess of reactive gas will now react with the target surface and form a com-
pound layer on top of it. Because the compound material has a different secondary
emission yield, the discharge voltage changes accordingly. Further increasing the
reactive gas flow leads to a linear increase in the total pressure as the reactive gas
can no longer be consumed and remains in the plasma. Up until the critical point,
the target is said to be sputtered in “metallic mode”, as only metal particles are
sputtered. Once the critical point is reached and the compound layer is formed on
top of the target, the target is said to be sputtered in “poisoned mode” as now only
compound material is sputtered. Because a compound has a much lower sputter
yield than its metallic counterpart, the transition from metallic to poisoned mode
is accompanied with a drastic drop in deposition rate. This lower sputter yield also
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Figure 1.10: Hysteresis behaviour of discharge voltage (top) and total pressure (bottom) as
a function of the reactive gas flow. The measurements were carried out with
an Al target sputtered in 10 sccm Ar at 0.4 A.

explains why the transition back to metallic mode occurs at a lower critical point.
As there is less compound material being sputtered per unit time, a smaller amount
of reactive gas is sufficient to keep the entire target poisoned, hence the flow must
be reduced even further until there is not enough reactive gas to completely form
the compound layer.

While the description above offers a simple explanation for the hysteresis be-
havior during reactive sputtering, the entire process proves to be more complex and
especially difficult to model in a realistic way. A first attempt was made by Berg
et al. [62, 63] in 1987. Berg’s model, as it is commonly referred to, describes the
total reactive flow as a sum of three fractions: a fraction which is consumed by the
substrate, by the target and by the pump. Next, a set of material balance equations
are constructed which describe the target and substrate conditions. Together with
the expressions for the erosion and deposition rate, the model is able to calculate
the partial pressure of the reactive gas as a function of the reactive gas flow. While
the model successfully describes several aspects of reactive sputtering, it remains a
simplified model of a more complex process. For example, the formation of com-
pound material on the target in Berg’s model is due to chemisorption of reactive
gas molecules. However, it has been shown experimentally that the thickness of the
formed compound layer is in the order of a few nanometers [64], which cannot be
the result of only chemisorbed molecules. Therefore, other reaction mechanisms
to oxidize the target have been proposed, such as reactive ion implantation and
single knock-on implantation [41–44]. More information regarding the modeling
of the reactive sputter process can be found in literature [41, 63–68].
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1.5 Conclusion
In this chapter a concise overview is given of the basic concepts of magnetron
sputtering. Special attention is given to the sputter yield and the angular distribu-
tion of sputtered particles. Both Sigmund’s analytical model as well Monte Carlo
codes are discussed. These methods contain a thorough treatment of the interac-
tions between the ions and the target and the development of the collision cascade
within the target. However, they do not take into account the morphology of the
target surface. How this affects the sputter deposition process when sputtering
from pressed powder targets is discussed in the next chapter.
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2
Single Element Powder Targets

2.1 Introduction

The most wide spread application of the sputter process and magnetron sputter-
ing in particular, is thin film deposition: the sputtered material is collected on a
substrate with the idea of tailoring its surface properties. Depending on the de-
sired thin film, different targets can be used: pure elemental targets and compound
targets for single metallic and compound thin films, or alloy targets for thin films
containing multiple components. While alloy targets are suitable for industrial
environments where optimized coatings with a well-defined composition are de-
posited, from a research perspective it can be quite a cumbersome and expensive
approach. After all, the film composition is completely determined by the compo-
sition of the alloy target, so if a different film composition is required to investigate
the influence of component x on property y, an entire new alloy target must be fab-
ricated.

A possible alternative is using “home-made” targets by mixing powders of
different elements and using these as sputter targets. This approach is certainly
not new, and the method has already been applied with success by several groups
[1–13]. However, detailed descriptions on the fundamental changes that are intro-
duced by switching from a “traditional” target to a powder target are rather limited.

Besides being an interesting route for applied research, powder targets also
offer opportunities for investigating fundamental aspects of the sputter process.
More specifically, due to the difference in surface finishing, powder targets can

29
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easily be used to examine the influence of the target surface morphology on, for
example, the sputter yield and the angular distribution of sputtered atoms.

So before using powder mixtures to deposit multi-component thin films, we
first take a closer look at powder targets containing a single element and how the
sputter process compares to that of a “traditional” target.

In section 2.2 target fabrication and discharge stability are examined, while
section 2.3 compares yield measurements of the powder targets to regular ones. In
order to explain the observed differences, a distinction should be made between
the “elemental sputter yield” and the “effective sputter yield”. This is discussed in
section 2.4, where a developed Monte Carlo code is used to elucidate the influence
of the target surface morphology on the effective sputter yield. The MC model is
further explored in section 2.5 where it is used to calculate the angular distributions
of atoms sputtered from rough surfaces.

2.2 Discharge characteristics

2.2.1 Discharge stability

Powder targets can be constructed in two ways. One can either opt to use loosely
packed powders by pouring the powder or the powder mixture into a holder and
just slightly tamping it to obtain a smooth surface or one can press the powder in
a predefined shape or mold. Key issue here is process stability. With sufficient
target cooling and a “clever” power supply to suppress possible arcing, sputtering
from solid disk targets generally shows no problems. When using powder targets,
the thermal conductivity can, however, be a limiting factor.

The powders which are used to prepare the targets are 99% pure Cu, 99.5%
pure Al, 99.99% pure Ti and 99.99% pure Ag. The maximum grain size of the
powders is 50 µm for the Cu and Al (Goodfellow), 45 µm for the Ag (Goodfel-
low) and 44 µm for the Ti (Alfa Aesar). The powders are uniaxially pressed into
a stainless steel ring with anf inner and outer diameter of resp. 46 and 50.8 mm
and a thickness of 2 mm. A maximum uniaxial pressure of 15 tons is applied. The
ring containing the powder is mounted onto a 1 mm thick copper plate with a di-
ameter of 50.8 mm, resulting in a pressed powder target with the same dimensions
as the used solid targets (see Fig. 2.1a). The loosely packed powders are poured
into a stainless steel cup with a depth of 2 mm and a 1 mm thick bottom. The
entire holder can be screwed on top of the copper housing of the magnetron. Fig-
ure 2.1a shows a picture of a pressed Cu-Al powder mixture. Figure 2.1b is SEM
cross section of a pressed Ti target, showing that the surface consists of somewhat
elongated grains with structures protruding from it. Below the surface the granular
structure is preserved.

The discharge stability of both loosely packed powder targets and pressed pow-
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: (a) A pressed powder target (Cu-Al mixture); (b) SEM cross-section of a
pressed Ti target.

der targets is checked by sputtering them at constant discharge current while regis-
tering the discharge voltage. The results are shown in Fig. 2.2. It is clear that using
this specific setup, the loosely packed Al powder is unable to maintain a stable dis-
charge as the voltage starts to increase as soon as the discharge is switched on and
further increases with time. This behavior can be interpreted as target heating.
The discharge voltage is inversely proportional to the effective electron emission
yield [14, 15]. The latter is strongly defined by the ion induced secondary electron
yield, which, in this voltage regime, is the result of potential electron emission. As
shown before, the metal work function is the major parameter influencing the value
of the electron yield [16]. One would expect a decrease in discharge voltage as the
metal work function decreases with increasing temperature [17]. However, as an
increase in discharge voltage is observed, other processes should be taken into ac-
count. A possible explanation could be gas rarefaction [18, 19]. Due to heating of
the argon gas above the target, the gas density locally decreases, which results in
an increased discharge voltage. As the experiment is performed at constant cur-
rent, the total power density on the target increases, which eventually causes the
powder to melt due to insufficient cooling.

This is not the case for the pressed targets, where there is a small change in
discharge voltage during the first couple of minutes, after which it stabilizes and
remains constant. This change in discharge voltage can be related to thermal re-
laxation of the target and/or the removal of contaminants. In this context it is
important to note that no target melting is observed as long as the power level was
kept low enough (≤ 100 W). Increasing the target power further eventually leads
to target melting, similar to the loose powder case. However, Fig. 2.2 clearly show
that the use of pressed powder targets allows a stable discharge at sufficiently low
power.

It should be noted that stable processing can still be achieved with loosely
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packed powders by reducing the power density on the target. This can be done by
pulsing the discharge and/or using larger targets, as is successfully demonstrated
in several papers by Kelly et al. [10–13].
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Figure 2.2: Discharge voltage as function of time for pressed and loose powder targets. All
targets were sputtered in a pure Ar atmosphere of 0.5 Pa at a constant current
of 0.10 A.

2.2.2 I − V characteristics

In a magnetron discharge the total current increases rapidly with the discharge volt-
age Vd. Plotting the discharge current Id as a function of the discharge voltage Vd,
gives a typical I −V characteristic that can be fitted with Id = kV nd , with k and n
constants which depend strongly on experimental parameters. Although n is often
referred to as the efficiency of the magnetron because it generally increases with
increasing magnetic field strength, this fitting formula has no physical background.

Alternatively, based on empirical data, the following relation is proposed by
Westwood and Maniv [20]:

Id = β (Vd − V0)
2 (2.1)

with β and V0 constants for the given discharge parameters. V0 is the minimum
discharge voltage that is required to sustain the discharge, while β is given by:

β ∼ wµ⊥
d3
ds

(2.2)

with dds the sheath thickness, µ⊥ the electron mobility in the direction perpendic-
ular to the magnetic field lines and w the racetrack width. Hence, the calculation
of the current is based on the electron current towards the anode.
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Although Westwood and Maniv reported a good agreement between experi-
mental results and Eq. 2.1, there are still some inconsistencies regarding the phys-
ical interpretation assigned to β. One problem is the dependence on the magnetic
field. The sheath thickness dds and the electron mobility µ⊥ are related to the mag-
netic field strength by resp. ∼ 1/B0.25 [21] and 1/B (classical diffusion) or 1/B2

(Bohm diffusion). Therefore, according to Eq. 2.1 β is expected to decrease with
increasing magnetic field. This is in contrast with experiments which show that
the I − V becomes steeper as the magnetic field increases, indicating an increase
of β.

Regardless of the physical interpretation of the fitting constants, Eq. 2.1 is still
a good formula to describe the influence of the applied electrical power on the
magnetron discharge and compare between different targets.

Figure 2.3 shows I −V characteristics for Ag, Al, Cu and Ti solid and powder
targets. These were measured in an argon atmosphere of 0.5 Pa (10 sccm Ar).
Rather than plotting the current as a function of the discharge voltage, the square
root of the current is plotted together with the linear fit that was used to determine
the different β values.
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Figure 2.3: I − V characteristics for solid and powder targets measured in an argon at-
mosphere of 0.5 Pa.

Two things are noticed: 1) the discharge voltages at constant current of the
powder targets are systematically higher than those of the solid targets and 2) the
I − V characteristics are much steeper for the solid targets than for the powder
targets.

The steepness of the curves is determined by the β values, which are given in
Table 2.1. As discussed in [20] and [22], the value of β can be related to the effec-
tive electron emission yield of the target material. One therefore expects similar β
values for the powder and the solid targets. However, the β values of the powder
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element β solid (×10−5) β powder (×10−5) γisee

Ag 1.19 1.08 0.110
Al 2.70 0.68 0.091
Cu 2.43 0.38 0.082
Ti 6.30 0.12 0.114

Table 2.1: β values of the different targets obtained from the linear fits in Fig. 2.3 and the
corresponding electron yields γisee [22].

targets are significantly lower. A possible explanation might be that the recapture
of secondary electrons [15, 23, 24] is enhanced in the case of the powder targets
due to the roughness of the target surface, similar to the effect on the sputter yield
(see subsection 2.4.2). When more electrons interact with the target and are recap-
tured it leads to a lower effective electron yield, meaning that a higher discharge
voltage is necessary to produce the same current.

A second possible explanation could again be gas rarefaction [18, 19] as dis-
cussed in the previous section. While the discharge current is kept low enough for
the discharge to remain stable, the target temperature of the powder targets may
still be significantly higher than that of the solid targets. The higher target temper-
ature induces a local decrease of the argon pressure, giving rise to a higher voltage
and consequently a lower β value. This would also explain why the β value of the
Ag powder target is significantly higher than those of the other powder targets. As
Ag has the highest thermal conductivity of these four metals, the effect of target
heating will be lower for Ag. In either way, it is clear that the β value is not only
determined by the secondary electron emission yield. Hence, it would be prema-
ture to draw any conclusions regarding the secondary electron emission yield of
the powder targets based on these I − V characteristics.

2.3 Effective sputter yield

The sputter yields of all targets, both pressed powder and solid ones, have been
calculated using the experimental method described in chapter 1 (see page 14), i.e.
the yield is derived from the mass difference ∆m before and after several hours of
sputtering at constant discharge voltage:

Y (Ei) =
∆m ·NA

M
·

[∑Nt

i=1 Id(ti)∆t

e (1 + γisee)

]−1

(2.3)

with NA Avogadro’s constant, M the molar mass (g/mol) of the target material,
Id(ti) the discharge voltage at time ti, ∆t the time interval between two measure-
ments of Id (which was 1 second in this case), Nt the number of times Id(ti) was
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measured, e the elementary charge and γisee the ion induced secondary electron
emission yield.

Figure 2.4 shows the measured sputter yield of the different materials. The
error bars are based on the experimental inaccuracy of the available electron yields
[25–28] and a maximum error of 1 mg on the weighing of the powder targets. The
measurements show that there is quite a significant and remarkable difference be-
tween the sputter yields obtained from the powder targets and those from the solid
ones. At first sight, one might expect that this is related to the difference in target
density. After all, a lower target density implies that there are less recoil collisions
close to the target surface, so that the energy is deposited deeper inside the target,
which leads to a lower sputter yield. This would mean that the sputter yields of
all powder targets should be lower than those of their solid counterpart as the den-
sities of all powder targets are inherently lower than the bulk densities. However,
the difference between the sputter yields appears to be material dependent. While
on average there is a decrease of 16% and 24% from solid to powder target for Ag
and Cu resp., there is an average increase of 48% for Al. No significant change in
sputter yield is observed for the Ti targets. Moreover, while it is correct that the
density of a powder target is lower than the bulk density, the grains of powder are
still large enough for an ion to “see” it as bulk material, so we can treat the col-
lision cascade in the same manner as we would for a bulk target. An explanation
has to be sought elsewhere.
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Figure 2.4: Measured sputter yield of Ag, Al, Cu and Ti, obtained by sputtering solid tar-
gets (full lines and closed symbols) and powder targets (dashed lines and open
symbols).
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2.4 Influence of target surface morphology on the
sputter yield

In chapter 1, the sputter yield of a material was defined as the number of atoms
that are sputtered per incoming ion. For an atomically flat surface, this is a well-
defined quantity. However, the SEM cross section (section 2.2, Fig. 2.1b) shows
that the actual powder surface is anything but atomically flat and has a very distinct
morphology. In this case it is recommended to distinguish between the “elemental
sputter yield” and the “effective sputter yield” of the target. The effective sputter
yield can then be defined as the number of atoms that actually leave the target
per incoming ion. This value can deviate from the elemental sputter yield due to
the target surface morphology [29–32]. The effect is twofold and is depicted in
Fig. 2.5, which schematically represents a not atomically flat surface.

θ

Figure 2.5: Illustration of a rough surface and its influence on the sputter yield: non per-
pendicular incidence and geometrical shadowing.

First of all, due to the fact that a real surface is composed of hills and valleys,
the ions will hit the target surface under an angle θ, rather than perpendicularly.
This leads to a local increase of the elemental sputter yield [33–35]. Secondly,
atoms that are being sputtered from a rough surface have a probability to get rede-
posited onto the target due to the geometry of the surface, which results in a lower
effective sputter yield. Hence, the global change in the effective sputter yield will
be determined by the dominating effect.

In the following sections we will have a closer look at these effects. In sub-
section 2.4.1 the angular dependence of the sputter yield is discussed, while sub-
section 2.4.2 explores the redeposition of particles onto the target surface. Once a
good description of these two effects is given, the effective sputter yield is deduced
in subsection 2.4.3.
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2.4.1 Angular dependence of the sputter yield

As discussed in chapter 1, the energy of an incoming ion with energy below 1 keV
is dissipated inside the target by binary collisions. A target atom that receives suf-
ficient energy to overcome the displacement energy is knocked out of its original
site and a vacancy is created. The positions of these vacancies can therefore give
information on the shape of the collision cascade and where the energy is deposited
inside the target. As an example, Fig. 2.6 shows where the vacancies are created
when ions hit the target under an angle θ (45◦ in this case). As the angle of inci-
dence becomes oblique, the collision cascade is tilted as well. Vacancies are now
created less deep inside the target, meaning that more energy is deposited closer to
the target surface. More target atoms are sputtered, so the sputter yield increases
as the angle of incidence increases.
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Figure 2.6: Positions of vacancies created in an Al target by 50 argon ions with an energy
of 500 eV, calculated with SRIM. The ions hit the target under normal incidence
(left) and under 45◦ (right).

This is indeed what SRIM simulations show in Fig. 2.7, where the relative sput-
ter yields of Al, Ti, Cu and Ag are plotted as a function of the angle of incidence.
It is clear that the increase of the sputter yield is much stronger related to the tar-
get material than to the energy of the incoming ions, as illustrated by the colored
ribbons. While the yields of Al and Ti increase by a maximum factor of 4.5 and
3.42 respectively, the maximum increase for Cu and Ag is merely a factor of 1.34
and 1.17. As the actual sputter yield is determined by the dynamics and the devel-
opment of the collision cascade in the target, this increase will be influenced by a
number of different factors such as the atomic mass, the energy transfer factor, the
surface binding energy etc. [33, 34, 36].

In order to explain the large difference in yield increase between the elements,
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the shape of the collision cascade has to be quantified. This can be done by cal-
culating the mean depth µx and mean lateral position µy of the vacancies. The
standard deviations σx and σy on µx and µy resp. are then a measure for the
spread of the vacancies in the depth and parallel to the target surface. These values
are shown in Fig. 2.8 and Fig. 2.9 as a function of the angle of incidence.

The decrease of µx and σx is strongest in the case of Al, meaning that the Al
vacancies are the most closely confined in a narrow area near the surface. More-
over, as the increase of µy and σy is also the strongest for Al, the Al vacancies are
also most spread out along the target surface, which explains why the increase in
yield is the strongest for Al.

In chapter 1 (page 15) it was shown that the simulated values of the sputter
yield depend strongly on the software that is used. This is no different for the rela-
tive sputter yield as a function of the angle of incidence. Figure 2.10 clearly shows
the differences between results obtained from SRIM, TRIDYN and SDTRIM.SP. In
general all simulations show the same trend. Initially there is an increase in the
sputter yield, which goes through a maximum after which it decreases again. Here
SRIM seems to be unable to correctly simulate the sputter yields, as one would
expect the yield to go to zero as the angle of incidence approaches 90◦. After all,
at these high angles most of the ions will get reflected and the energy of the ions
is deposited mostly parallel to the surface, i.e. less target atoms receive momen-
tum with a component perpendicular to the target surface, leading to a decrease
of the number of sputtered particles. How these differences in simulation results
might influence the calculations of the effective sputter yield is further discussed
in subsection 2.4.3 on page 59.
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2.4.2 Particle redeposition

The probability that a particle, which is emitted from a random surface, gets re-
deposited onto that surface is determined by two factors: a) the nascent angular
distribution, i.e. the probability that a particle is emitted in a certain direction and
b) the morphology of the surface. Depending on how these are defined, calcula-
ting this probability can be either straightforward or it can become quite tedious.
Before tackling real three dimensional surfaces, we take a closer look at particle
redeposition on some simplified structures.

2.4.2.1 An analytical approach

Assume a random two dimensional surface as shown in Fig. 2.11 and a nascent
angular distribution that can be represented by a simple cosine, which in the 2D
case is a circle. A particle emitted from point Q is redeposited onto the surface if
its local emission angle (with respect to the surface) is smaller than η, the angle
between the slope and the dashed line. Hence, the probability that a particle emit-
ted from pointQ is redeposited, is given by ratio of the surface area of the segment
that is cut off by the dashed line and the surface area of the entire circle. The area
A of the grey circle segment is equal to the area of the circular sector minus the
area of the triangular portion:

A =
R2α

2
− R2

2
sinα

=
R2

2
(α− sinα) (2.4)

with α the central angle and R the circle radius. Dividing by the total circle area
πR2 and substituting α = 2η with η the angle between dashed cut off line and the
slope, the redeposition probability pr at point Q is given by:

pr =
1

2π
(2η − sin 2η) (2.5)

Q

Q

Figure 2.11: Particle redeposition on a simplified 2D surface using a cosine nascent angu-
lar distribution.
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As redeposition of particles is possible both “to the left” and “to the right”,
one should determine two angles η at each point Q of the surface, by obtaining the
maximum height to either side. This shows that the redeposition probability can
be calculated analytically when assuming a cosine distribution. This approach can
in principle be expanded to a 3D surface, by integrating the cut off area over an
azimuthal angle. In that case, the azimuthal angle φ should be divided in a discrete
number of steps dφ and after each step, a new angle η should be determined to
calculate the cut off area for that specific direction. One quickly sees that these
operations greatly increase the number of calculations that have to be performed.
Furthermore, this is still under the assumption that the nascent angular distribution
is a simple cosine. However, similar to its influence on the sputter yield, the angle
of incidence will change the shape of the emission profile. An expression for the
angular distribution was derived by Zhang [37]. It starts from the same theory as
Sigmund’s analytical approach, but takes into account the anisotropy of the colli-
sion cascade that is induced by an off normal angle of incidence. The expression
is given by:

d2Y

d2Ω
=
|cos θ|
π

(
1− 1

4

√
Eth
E

(
cos θi · γ(θ) +

2

3
π sin θi · sin θ · cosφ

))
(2.6)

where Eth is the threshold energy for sputtering, E is the energy of the impinging
ion, θ and φ the polar and azimuthal emission angles, θi the angle of incidence,
which is determined by the normal of the slope from which the particle is emitted,
and γ(θ) a logarithmic function of sin θ:

γ(θ) =
3 sin2 θ − 1

sin2 θ
+

cos2 θ(3 sin2 θ + 1)

2 sin3 θ
· ln
(

1 + sin θ

1− sin θ

)
(2.7)

For a more detailed description of this expression and its derivation, the reader
is referred to [38].

While the shape of a pure cosine distribution is independent of the angle of
incidence, Fig. 2.12b shows that the distribution in Eq. 2.6 gets tilted away from
the direction in which the ion approaches the surface. This further complicates an
analytical calculation of the redeposition probability as Eq. 2.5 no longer holds.

2.4.2.2 A Monte Carlo approach

Rather than trying to calculate the redeposition probability analytically, one can
get around this by simulating the process with a Monte Carlo code. This is done
by randomly selecting a point Q(x, y, z) on the surface after which the polar and
azimuthal emission angles θ and φ are randomly selected from Zhang’s nascent
angular distribution in Eq. 2.6. The only surface dependent input necessary for
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.12: Nascent angular distribution of sputtered atoms according to Eq. 2.6. The
arrows indicate the angle of incidence: (a) 0◦ and (b) 45◦.
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Figure 2.13: Delaunay triangulation of the XY plane and the resulting triangulated ran-
dom surface S.

this, is the angle of incidence, which is determined by the slope of the surface
in the emission point Q. As the flight path of the particle is determined by the
emission pointQ and the emission angles θ and φ, one can calculate whether or not
this flight path intersects with the surface and hence whether or not the particle is
redeposited. Repeating this for Nsim particles, the redeposition probability for the
surface is then given by the ratio of the number of particles that were redeposited
and the total number of simulated particles.

In order to adequately carry out the MC simulations, a mathematical repre-
sentation of the surface is required. This can be obtained by creating a mesh of
the XY plane using a Delaunay triangulation (Fig. 2.13a). Next, to each triangle
vertex a height is assigned. This results in a set of N∆ triangles describing the
surface. An example of a triangulated random surface S is given in Fig. 2.13b.
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The simulation can now be carried as follows. For each triangle ∆i of the sur-
face S, a random point Qj(x, y) is chosen in that triangle. From the data of the
vertices of ∆i, the corresponding height of the emission point Qj(x, y, z) is cal-
culated. Next, the emission angles θj and φj are randomly selected from Eq. 2.6,
where the angle of incidence is now determined by the angle between the Z-axis
and the normal of the triangle ∆i. The flight path of the particle is then calculated
and to each particle j, a value δ∆i

j is assigned, where the index ∆i denotes the
triangle from which the atom is emitted. The value of δ∆i

j is either 1, meaning
the atom leaves the surface or 0, meaning it gets redeposited onto the surface. The
probability Pλ(S) that a particle, emitted from the surface S, effectively leaves the
surface is given by:

Pλ(S) =
1

Nsim

Nsim∑
i=1

δ∆i
j (2.8)

Consequently, the redeposition probability is given by 1− Pλ(S).

2.4.2.3 Periodic surfaces

To get acquainted with this method, we apply it first to some predefined periodic
surfaces. These are created by selecting an “amplitude” A, defining the maximum
height of the surface, a period T and a “duty cycle”D, defined as the ratio between
the number of inclined line segments and the period T . A few examples are shown
below in Table 2.2. All surfaces are composed of a certain number of “mountains”
with height A. The duty cycle D of each surface can be interpreted as the width of
these mountains, while the period T is the distance between two mountain peaks.

By constructing a number of surfaces with varying values of A, D and T , the
influence of these parameters on the redeposition probability can be investigated.
The MC simulations described above were carried out for 747 different surfaces.
Figure 2.14 shows the redeposition probability as a function of the duty cycle D
and the ratioA over T . The reason to plot the redeposition probability as a function
of A over T is based on the fact that for a given duty cycle D, the deposition
probability not only depends on the height of the mountain, but also on the distance
between two consecutive mountains. Alternatively, one could plot the redeposition
probability as a function of the slope of the inclined triangles, but also in that case,
the length of the period T should be taken into account. The black dots in Fig. 2.14
represent simulated data, to which the colored surface is fitted. Based on this fit a
contour plot is created and can be seen in Fig. 2.15.
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Table 2.2: Three examples of predefined periodic surfaces. The amplitude A gives the maxi-
mum height of the surface peak. The period T is the length of one “unit surface”,
the smallest length along the X axis necessary to reproduce the entire surface.
The duty cycle determines the fraction of inclined line segments in one period.

Figure 2.14: Redeposition probability for different periodic surfaces. The black dots repre-
sent the simulated data points to which the colored surface is fitted.
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Figure 2.15: Contour plot of the redeposition probability calculated with the MC code for
different periodic surfaces based on the surface fit in Fig. 2.14

The contributions to the redeposition probability can be divided into two seper-
ate groups: a) a contribution coming from particles that are emitted from “the
valley” i.e. a flat line segment, and b) a contribution of particles emitted from a
“mountain slope”, i.e. an inclined line segment.

To explain the shape of the contours we start in the lower left corner. A low
value of A/T (≤1)) indicates that the height of the surface peaks is smaller than
the distance between two peaks. In that case the redeposition probability is rather
limited and the duty cycle or the “width” of the surface peaks has little to no
influence on the redeposition. This corresponds to the parallel contour lines along
the duty cycle axis. For low values of A/T and low duty cycles (Fig. 2.16, bottom
drawing), the valley has the biggest share in the contributions to the redeposition.
Increasing the duty cycle reduces the share of the valley, while the share of the
mountain slopes increases. As the height A of the mountain is low compared to
the period T , these two compensate each other, resulting in a constant redeposition
probability.

The contour plot shows that this compensation no longer holds when the value
of A/T is increased, i.e. when the height of the mountain becomes equal to or
larger than the period T . This can be best understood when looking at the extreme
case of a very high A/T value and a duty cycle 0. A theoretical surface in that
case is shown in Fig. 2.17 and consists only of flat line segments, with mountains
of “width” 0. The contribution to the redeposition now only comes from particles
emitted from the valley, as the mountain slopes are tilted vertically so ions cannot
hit these parts of the surface. When the duty cycle is now increased by only a
marginal fraction, the contribution of the valley remains unchanged due to the large
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value of A. However, by introducing a non-vertical slope, particles can now be
emitted from a mountain side. Although the projected area of these slopes is small
compared to the dimensions of the valley, due to the steepness of the slopes and the
height of the peaks, this fraction will have a large contribution to the redeposition
as almost all particles emitted from these slopes will be redeposited. This results
in a strong increase of the redeposition probability, as indicated by the contour
lines running parallel with the A/T axis at low duty cycles. As the duty cycle
increases for higher A/T values, the contribution of the steep slopes saturates and
the increase of the redeposition probability becomes less pronounced.

D = 2/6

D = 4/6

D = 1

Figure 2.16: Example surfaces with a low A/T value. For low duty cycles D (bottom), the
contribution to the redeposition is mainly coming from the valley. Increasing
the duty cycle lowers this contribution, while at the same time increasing the
contribution of the peak slopes. Due to the low ratio of A/T , both changes
compensate each other, resulting in a constant redeposition probability as a
function of duty cycle.

D = 0 D = 0.4D = 0.1

Figure 2.17: Example of surfaces with a high A/T ratio. In the theoretical case of a duty
cycle 0, the redeposition is only determined by particles leaving the surface
from the valley. Increasing the duty cycle by a small fraction leads to a huge
increase in redeposition due to the fact that a) particles can now be emitted
from a slope and are almost all redeposited because of the steepness of the
slope and b) the small change in the duty cycle hardly affects the contribution
of the valley.
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2.4.2.4 Real surfaces

To apply the MC approach described in the previous section to real target surfaces,
their surface morphology needs to be measured. This is done with an optical pro-
filometer (WYKO NT3300). A silver, aluminium, copper and titanium target, both
“traditional” ones as well as pressed powder targets, were scanned over three ran-
domly selected sample areas of 242.1 by 184.2 µm2 with a resolution of 328.95 nm
in both X and Y direction. The vertical resolution (along the Z-axis) is about
15 nm. Of each scanned sample area a sub area of 100 by 100 µm2 was selected
for further analysis. The same measurements were again carried out on each target
inside the racetrack after sputtering.

A few examples of the profilometry measurements are shown in Fig. 2.18,
already illustrating some interesting features and differences between the powders
themselves. Before sputtering both Cu and Al surfaces look similar, with some
shallow pits and higher “plateaus”. After sputtering, however, the Cu surface has
evolved to a mountain like landscape, while the aluminium target has remained
rather unchanged or even smoothed out.

Due to the lack of periodicity, these surfaces cannot be described with para-
meters similar to the ones used in the previous section. In order to quantitatively
distinguish between these surfaces, a parameter is needed that reflects the surface’s
likelihood to recapture sputtered atoms. At first sight, the average surface rough-
ness Ra would be a suitable candidate. This parameter is given by the arithmetic
average of the absolute values of the measured height:

Ra =
1

n

n∑
i=1

|zi| (2.9)

where zi is the measured height of data point i and n the total number of data
points. While Ra can serve as a useful general guideline of surface texture, it
proves too general to describe the surface’s functional nature. Surfaces with sharp
spikes, deep pits or general isotropy may all yield the same average roughness
value, as it makes no distinction between peaks and valleys, nor does it provide
information about the spatial structure. With the specific intention in mind of
relating the surface morphology to the amount of redeposition that occurs, Ra
seems an especially poor choice. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.19. Although both
surfaces have the same average surface roughness, i.e. “2” (a.u.), in the case of the
left surface there will be redeposition onto the inclined slopes, while there won’t
be any in the case of the surface on the right.
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Figure 2.18: Some examples of measured powder target surfaces with an optical profilome-
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Although there is a myriad of different surface roughness parameters avail-
able, be it 2D or 3D, none of them take into account how the slopes of a surface
are oriented towards one another. Using the Delaunay triangulation described in
the previous section to represent the surfaces, the orientation of the slopes can be
reckoned with by analyzing the distribution of the polar angles θi of the triangle
normals with the Z-axis, i.e. the different possible angles of incidence. The dis-
tributions of these angles for each surface can be found in Fig. 2.20. The initial
distributions of the solid targets have a sharp Gaussian distribution. The FWHM
of a Gaussian fit to the distributions of the solid targets decreases for the Al and
Ti targets, while it remains unchanged or increases for Cu and Ag. This is related
to the angular dependence of the sputter yield. The yields of Al and Ti increase
drastically as a function of the angle of incidence, hence tilted triangles are sput-
tered faster, leading to a more narrow distribution. As the yield increase of Cu
and Ag is limited, all triangles are sputtered at approximately the same rate. The
powder target normals do not have a Gaussian distribution, but the same trend is
noticed and is even more pronounced. Before sputtering the distributions are the
same for all elements, but after sputtering material dependent tendencies arise. For
Cu and Ag, the fraction of heavily tilted triangles (θ ≥ 40◦) increases, while for
Al it decreases.
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To reduce the normal angle distribution to a more usable parameter that relates
to the likelihood of the surface to recapture sputtered atoms, we calculate the num-
ber of triangle normals that intersect with another triangle of that surface. These
values were calculated for all measured surfaces and can be seen in Fig. 2.21. It
is clear that for the solid targets, both before and after sputtering there are almost
no triangle normals that intersect with the surface. This in contrast to the pow-
der targets where this fraction varies around 10%. These plots also show that the
evolution of the surface is material dependent. For Al the fraction of intersecting
normal decreases, while it increases for Cu and to lesser extent also for Ti. In the
case of Ag no significant change is noted.
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Figure 2.21: Fraction of intersecting normals before and after sputtering for different tar-
gets.

In the previous section, it was shown that for an atom emitted from a random
point on a surface S, the probability Pλ(S) to leave the surface is given by:

Pλ(S) =
1

Nsim

Nsim∑
j=1

δ∆i
j (2.10)

In contrast with the periodic surfaces, where all inclined line segments have the
same polar angle, the possible angles of incidence for the real surfaces are dis-
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tributed over the interval [−π/2, π/2]. In that case it is crucial that Nsim is large
enough in order to obtain a subset of triangles which is representative for the entire
surface. This is checked by gradually increasing the sample size and then compar-
ing the distribution of the sampled θi’s to the original distribution of all θi’s. In
order to have at least 75% of the sampled distribution to be within an error of
10%, at least 25,000 particles must be simulated. Figure 2.22, where Pλ(S) for
two Ti surfaces is plotted as a function of Nsim, shows that increasing Nsim up to
100,000 also ensures a stable value of Pλ(S).
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Figure 2.22: Pλ(S) as a function ofNsim calculated with the MC code for two Ti surfaces.

The values of Pλ(S) were calculated for all measured surfaces, and can be seen
in Fig. 2.23, where the redeposition fraction 1− Pλ(S) is plotted as a function of
the roughness (left) and as a function of the fraction of intersecting normals (right)
for each specific surface. These two figures show that the roughness is indeed
not as strongly correlated to the redeposition and that the fraction of intersecting
triangle normals shows a much better correlation. The relatively high degree of
scattering around the origin is due to the fact that even when no surface normals
are intersecting, a small amount of redeposition can still occur due to the local ori-
entation of the surface triangles. While the redeposition fraction increases linearly
in the region that was investigated, it should be noted that this linear relationship
will not hold over the entire interval [0,1]. It is impossible to obtain a redeposition
fraction of 1 as this will be limited by the fact that as long as the polar angle of
the local triangle normal is smaller than 90◦, atoms have a non-zero probability
of being emitted in the direction along the target normal and hence won’t get re-
deposited. This implies that as the fraction of intersecting normal increases, the
increase of the redeposition fraction will slow down and asymptotically reach a
maximum value. Moreover, this maximum redeposition fraction will be energy
and material dependent as the exact shape of the angular distribution becomes
more important with an increasing fraction of intersecting triangle normal.
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In order to evaluate the redeposition fraction for each element and target, one
must average out over all measured surfaces of each separate target. These values
can be seen in Fig. 2.24. This shows that redeposition is limited to only 2 to
4% in the case of the solid targets, regardless of the target material, while for the
powder targets, this fraction increases up to 24%. Furthermore, for the powder
targets, redeposition of Al (15%) is significantly lower than for Cu, Ti and Ag
(≈ 23%). This again can be understood by taking into account the average fraction
of intersecting surface normal, as this ranges from 1 to 9% in the case of Al, while
for Cu, Ti and Ag the values range from 10% to 15%.
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2.4.3 Calculating the effective sputter yield

With a good description of the angular dependence of the sputter yield and the
redeposition of sputtered atoms, an expression can be derived for the effective
sputter yield. This will allow us to compare the measured sputter yields of the
powder targets to those of the solid ones and explain the observed differences.

An ion that strikes the surface S with an energy E on a triangle ∆i will do
so under an angle θi. This angle θi will determine the yield amplification factor
αi(E, θi) which describes the relative change in sputter yield due to an off normal
angle of incidence. Assuming that a number of ions, Nion, strike a surface S that
consists of N∆ triangles, the total number of sputtered particles Nsputt is then
given by:

Nsputt =

N∆∑
i=1

n∆iαi(E, θi)Y0(E) (2.11)

where n∆i is the number of ions that hit triangle ∆i, αi(E, θi) the yield ampli-
fication factor for triangle ∆i and Y0(E) the elemental sputter yield of the target
material. However, a fraction of these particles will get redeposited onto the target
surface and hence won’t contribute to the effective sputter yield. This can be ac-
counted for by introducing the probability factor Pλ(∆i) which is defined as the
probability that a particle which is emitted from ∆i will leave the surface with-
out being redeposited. In that case, the number of sputtered atoms Nλ that will
effectively leave the target surface can be written as:

Nλ =

N∆∑
i=1

n∆i
αi(E, θi)Y0(E)Pλ(∆i) (2.12)

As the resolution of the profilometry measurement is the same in the X and
Y direction, the projected area of each triangle onto the XY plane, is the same
for each triangle. This implies that the probability that an ion will hit ∆i is equal
for all triangles. Hence, if Nion is large enough, then n∆i

= Nion/N∆ for all i.
Taking this into account, the effective sputter yield Yeff , defined as Nλ/Nion, is
then given by:

Yeff = Y0 ·
1

N∆
·
N∆∑
i=1

αi(E, θi)Pλ(∆i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=fc(E,S)

(2.13)

where we define fc(E,S) as the correction factor for a specific surface S that is
being bombarded by ions with an energy E.

In order to calculate the exact value of fc(E,S) for a given surface, the yield
amplification factors αi(E, θi) and the probability factors Pλ(∆i) must be calcu-
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lated for each triangle of that surface. Similar to the previous section, we will first
calculate the corrections factors for some periodic surfaces before tackling the real
target surfaces.

2.4.3.1 Periodic surfaces

The yield amplification factor αi for each triangle ∆i is easily obtained from
Fig. 2.7 in subsection 2.4.1, where they are calculated using SRIM. Pλ(∆i) on
the other hand can be calculated in the same way as Pλ(S) using Eq. 2.10 except
now all atoms must be ejected from the same triangle, so the index ∆i has to re-
main fixed. Doing this four times for all periodic surfaces defined on page 44 (once
for each element Ag, Al, Cu and Ti), gives the correction factors for all surfaces
and for each element. Similar to the fit of the redeposition probabilities on page 45,
a contour plot can be made of the correction factors as a function of the parameter
describing the surfaces. As X axis the duty cycle in chosen again, but the Y axis
in this case is the angle of the “mountain” slopes rather than the ratio A/T . This
choice is made based on the fact that this angle is more closely related to fc(E,S)

as it directly determines the value of αi. This in contrast to A/T , where the cor-
relation with Pλ(∆i) is less straightforward. The results for each metal are shown
in Fig. 2.25.
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Figure 2.25: Figures (a), (b), (c) and (d) show the correction factors of the periodic sur-
faces of resp. Ag, Al, Cu and Ti as a function of the duty cycle and the angle
of the inclined triangles.
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While the shape of the contours is similar for each metal, the actual value of
the correction factors depends heavily on the material. The shape and the posi-
tion of the contours indicate how the redeposition probability of the surface relates
to the yield amplification. Correction factors lower than 1 indicate that redepo-
sition dominates over yield amplification, while factors larger than 1 indicate the
opposite. As the redeposition probability is mainly dependent on the surface mor-
phology1, it is expected that the shape of these contours does not change that much
in between the elements. The value of the correction factors, however, is mainly
determined by the values of the αi’s, which depend heavily on the target material.
The contour plots show that it is possible to increase the effective sputter yield of
Al and Ti with a factor of 2.2 and 1.8 resp., while for Ag and Cu, this increase
is limited to 1.05 and 1.15 resp. In each case, the highest increase is obtained
at high duty cycles (≈ 1), indicating that although a surface consisting of all in-
clined line segments has an increased redeposition probability, it is outweighed by
the increase in sputter yield that is gained by yield amplification. These contour
plots can be a valuable tool to evaluate or tailor target surfaces where a specific
modification of the sputter yield is required.

2.4.3.2 Real surfaces

For the periodic surfaces it is computationally not that demanding to calculate
Pλ(∆i) for every single triangle because the value of Pλ(∆i) converges quickly
due to the periodicity. For the real Ag, Al, Cu and Ti surfaces at least 5,000 atoms
must be simulated to obtain a stable value of Pλ(∆i), as shown in Fig. 2.26. Taking
this into account, together with the fact that at least 25,000 triangles (see page 52)
have to be sampled, the total number of atoms that have to be simulated for one
surface is in excess of 125 million. To reduce the computation time, it might be
more instructive to swiftly scan a larger number triangle, rather than to accurately
calculate every individual Pλ(∆i) for a select number of triangles. In that case,
the sample size will be determined by the convergence of fc(E,S), rather than
the convergence of each individual term αi(E, θi)Pλ(∆i). The expression for
fc(E,S) is then:

fc(E,S) =
1

Nsim

Nsim∑
k=1

αi(E, θi)δ
∆i

k (2.14)

Indeed, when the number of simulated atoms Nsim is large enough and ap-
proaches N∆N

′ (with N the number of simulated atoms per triangle), Eq. 2.14

1This is illustrated in Fig. 2.23 (right). For low fractions of intersecting normals, i.e. low duty
cycles and low slope angles the redeposition probability is the same for all elements. Only at higher
fractions of intersecting normals (high duty cycles and high slope angles) the redeposition probability
will become material dependent.
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Figure 2.26: Pλ(∆i) for seven triangles on a Ag powder surface.

becomes:

lim
Nsim→N∆N ′

fc(E,S) =
1

N∆N ′

N∆N
′∑

k=1

αi(E, θi)δ
∆i

k

=
1

N∆N ′

N∆∑
i=1

N ′∑
j=1

αi(E, θi)δ
∆i
j

=
1

N∆

N∆∑
i=1

αi(E, θi)
1

N ′

N ′∑
j=1

δ∆i
j

=
1

N∆

N∆∑
i=1

αi(E, θi)Pλ(∆i) (2.15)

which is the same as Eq. 2.13, the exact value of fc(E,S).
Figure 2.27 shows fc(E,S) for a sputtered Ag powder target and a solid target

that wasn’t sputtered as a function of the number of simulated atoms. It is clear
that with Eq. 2.14 a sample size of 100,000 is sufficient to obtain a stable value,
which means an average gain in calculation time of three orders.

For each of the investigated elements, fc(E,S) was calculated for two differ-
ent energies. These energies were chosen in such a way that the corresponding
sputter yields were available for both the solid as the powder targets. This is in
order to minimize the error due to extrapolation. Furthermore, the assumption
was made that the mean ion energy is 75% of the discharge voltage [36, 39, 40].
The calculated correction factors for each material and target type can be found in
Table 2.3.
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Figure 2.27: Correction factors fc(E,S) for two Ag surfaces as a function of the number
of simulated particles.

element Eion (eV) fsolc fpowc

Cu 360 0.9939 0.8469
Cu 400 0.9970 0.8580
Al 304 1.1124 1.4470
Al 336 1.1082 1.4372
Ti 240 0.9892 0.9724
Ti 320 1.0004 1.0160
Ag 320 0.9773 0.8077
Ag 400 0.9836 0.8265

Table 2.3: Correction factors fc(E,S) for different surfaces (solid and pressed powder)
and different ion energies. These were calculated using the α values obtained by
SRIM.

The trends of the measured sputter yields in Fig. 2.4 can now be understood by
the interpretation of these correction factors. As a reminder, the same data is shown
again in Fig. 2.28. In the case of Cu and Ag, atom redeposition dominates over
yield amplification, as the correction factors are smaller than one. This effect is
even more pronounced in the case of the powder targets, hence lower sputter yields
are obtained. For Al on the other hand, which has a correction factor higher than
one, yield amplification is the dominating effect. This again is more pronounced
in the case of the powder targets, leading to a much higher effective sputter yield.
The sputter yield of Ti hardly changes as its correction factors are close to 1.

It is now possible to correlate the sputter yields of the powder targets to those
of the solid targets by dividing each of them by their corresponding factors:
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Y pow

fpowc
=
Y sol

fsolc

(2.16)

where fsolc and fpowc are the correction factors for a solid and a powder target resp.
This is plotted in Fig. 2.29 where the linear fit has a slope of 1.03±0.01, illustrating
that the simulations are in good agreement with the experimental data. Calculating
the correction factors with TRIDYN and SDTRIM.SP gives equally good fits, with
coefficients of 1.08± 0.04 and 1.02± 0.02. Although this might seem surprising
as there’s a big difference between the α values calculated with the different pro-
grams. However, it should be kept in mind that both X and Y axis in Fig. 2.29
contain experimental data that was corrected using the same α values. This means
that the goodness-of-fit does not necessarily depend on the actual values of the
α’s, but rather on the shape of the relative sputter yield as a function of the angle
of incidence. As each computer model produces similar curves there’s hardly any
influence of the absolute values of α on the relation between the powder yields and
the solid yields. Regardless of the model that is used, this shows that the surface
morphology of the target is responsible for a change in the effective sputter yield
and that this can correctly be quantified by the model described above.
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Figure 2.28: Measured sputter yield of Ag, Al, Cu and Ti, obtained by sputtering solid
targets (full lines and closed symbols) and powder targets (dashed lines and
open symbols).
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Figure 2.29: Corrected effective sputter yields from a solid target as a function of those
from a powder target.

At this point some remarks regarding the interpretation of the results and the
limits of the MC code are appropriate. Each point in Fig. 2.29 is the elemental
sputter yield of a certain metal at one specific energy. Each point is calculated
by correcting a measured effective yield for the surface morphology of the target
that was used to measure this effective sputter yield. Hence, the correction factors
used on the X and Y axis are calculated with the same MC code, but starting from
different initial conditions. The fact that both powder surfaces as well as solid sur-
faces give the same value for the elemental sputter yield of a single metal, shows
that the model is capable of correctly evaluating how the target surface morpho-
logy can lead to different values of experimentally determined sputter yields of
the same metal. However, it does not fully explain the discrepancy between the
experimentally determined sputter yields and the simulated absolute values ob-
tained from SRIM, SDTRIM.SP or TRIDYN, which was discussed in chapter 1 (see
page 15). To illustrate this, the simulated sputter yields of Ag, Al, Cu and Ti, each
at two different energies, are plotted as a function of the effective sputter yields,
measured using solid targets and powder targets. This is shown in Fig. 2.30. On
the left the simulated values are plotted as they are given by the respective codes.
Due to difference in measured sputter yields obtained from solid and powder tar-
gets, each simulated yield corresponds to two different experimental yields (one
for the solid and one for the powder target), leading to a very scattered plot. In
the plot on the right, the Y axis contains the same simulated values, but they are
now multiplied with their respective correction factors fc(E,S) from Table 2.3.
Figure 2.31 shows that the coefficient of determination R2 and Pearson’s correla-
tion coefficient are higher when the simulated yields are corrected for their surface
morphology, indicating that yield amplification and redeposition certainly play a
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part in the sputter process. However, as the correlation still significantly deviates
from a 1:1 relationship, it is clear that these processes cannot be solely responsible
for these differences.
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same simulated values, now corrected with the respective correction factors
from Table 2.3.
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Two factors that might influence the relation between simulated and experi-
mental yields come to mind. First of all, sputter yields simulated with TRIDYN and
alike depend heavily on the choice of the interatomic potential, the bulk binding
energy and the surface binding energy. Furthermore, the treatment of electronic
stopping can be of significant influence. All these uncertainties can lead to signif-
icantly different sputter yields. Secondly, other effects beside yield amplification
and redeposition might be induced by the morphology of the target. Effects which
are not taken into account in the developed MC code. Ions for example, that are
reflected by heavily inclined slopes might still have sufficient energy to sputter
atoms at another point “deeper” into the target.

In either case, while the MC code discussed here is capable of correctly as-
sessing the influence of target surface morphology on measured effective sputter
yields, there is still room for improvement when it comes to correlating computer
simulations of absolute sputter yields to experimentally determined ones.

2.5 Angular distribution of sputtered atoms and de-
position flux

From the results of the previous sections, it can be concluded that the combination
of SRIM/TRIDYN/SDTRIM.SP and the developed MC code adequately describes the
relative amount of sputtered atoms that enter the gas phase by taking into account
the surface morphology. However, it is possible to go one step further and use the
output of the MC code to construct the nascent angular distribution of the sputtered
atoms. Combining this with a particle trajectory code such as SIMTRA, which
simulates the transport of the metal particle through the gas phase, would enable
us to investigate the influence of the target morphology on the sputter deposition
flux.

2.5.1 Angular distribution of sputtered atoms

In subsection 2.4.3 an expression was derived for the effective sputter yield:

Yeff = Y0 ·
1

N∆
·
N∆∑
i=1

αi(E, θi)Pλ(∆i) (2.17)

The angular distribution for a rough surface is obtained by differentiating this
equation:

d2Yeff
d2Ω

= Y0 ·
1

N∆
·
N∆∑
i=1

αi(E, θi)
d2Pλ
d2Ω

(∆i) (2.18)
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where d2Pλ(∆i)/d
2Ω is the probability that a particle emitted from ∆i in a direc-

tion in the interval [Ω,Ω + dΩ] will leave the surface and is given by:

d2Pλ
d2Ω

(∆i) =
1

Nsim

Nsim∑
k=1

δ∆i

k (Ω) (2.19)

where δ∆i

k (Ω) is either 1 if the particle leaves the surface or 0 if it is redeposited.
The Ω in δ∆i

k (Ω) indicates that only those particles are counted which are emitted
in a direction in the interval [Ω,Ω + dΩ]. Using the same reasoning for the ap-
proximation of the correction factor fc(E,S) on page 56, the angular distribution
in Eq. 2.18 can be approximated with the results from the MC code as follows:

d2Yeff
d2Ω

= Y0 ·
1

Nsim
·
Nsim∑
k=1

αi(E, θi)δ
∆i

k (Ω) (2.20)

This information can also be obtained from the output of the MC code, by
analyzing the angles under which the atoms are emitted. Again, the choice of
which computer model is used to calculate the α’s, nor the value of Y0 has little
influence on the actual shape of the distribution as it is a normalized probability
distribution. As an example, Fig. 2.32 shows the angular distributions2 obtained
for several different Cu surfaces (similar distributions were found for the other
materials).
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Figure 2.32: Local angular distributions of sputtered atoms obtained from the MC code.

2The distribution of the azimuthal angle φ is not shown here, only that of the polar angle θ. After
analyzing the emission angles it appears that φ is still uniformly distributed, so the cylindrical symmetry
is conserved even by introducing these rough surfaces.
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Figure 2.33: Fraction of atoms sputtered under a polar angle −15◦ ≤ θ ≤ 15◦ as a
function of the mean polar angle of the triangle normals.

The extreme heart shape of the distributions obtained from the rough surfaces
can be understood by taking into account the inclined triangles that constitute these
surfaces. Inclined triangles will promote the ejection of atoms along the local tri-
angle normal, rather than along the target normal, hence the probability for an atom
to be emitted along the surface normal decreases. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.33,
where the fraction of atoms that are emitted under an angle θ between −15◦ and
15◦ is plotted as a function of the mean polar angle of the triangle normals for the
different surfaces. It is clear that as the triangles become more inclined, less atoms
are emitted under a small angle. Furthermore, this is a pure geometrical effect, as
the decrease is independent of the target material.

It should be noted that these local angular distributions are only valid for the
measured sample areas of 100 × 100 µm2. In order to obtain the global angular
distribution of the entire target, the macroscopic shape of the racetrack has to be
accounted for. This is done by rotating the local angular distribution at each point
of the racetrack over the angle between the tangent line at that specific point and
the target normal. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.34. This figure also shows the angles
below which atoms are redeposited inside the racetrack, hence these are not taken
into account for the calculation of the global angular distribution. Depending on
the depth of the racetrack, this fraction ranges from less than 1% for a maximum
racetrack depth of 0.5 mm to 15% for a maximum racetrack depth of 2.5 mm.

The probability P (θ) that an atom is ejected from the target under an angle θ
is then given by:

P (θ) =

∫
wf (r)Pr(θ)dr (2.21)

with Pr(θ) the local probability at point r and wf a weighing factor that takes into
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Figure 2.34: Illustration of the rotated local angular distribution at certain points inside the
racetrack. The dashed lines show the maximum emission angles from those
points. Sputtered particles leaving the target below these line are redeposited
inside the racetrack.

account that the number of atoms which are sputtered from r depends on the depth
of the racetrack at that specific point, i.e. the local angular distribution from a point
that lies deep inside the racetrack should have a higher contribution to the global
angular distribution than the one from a point which lies higher in the racetrack.
These weighing factors wf (r) can be written as:

wf (r) =
f(r)

2π
∫
f(r)rdr

(2.22)

where f(r) denotes the depth of the racetrack at r. This was also measured with
an optical profilometer. In order to investigate the influence of the racetrack depth,
the function f(r) was rescaled to different depths, retaining the original measured
shape. It should be noted that this is only an approximation as the shape of the
racetrack changes as a function of its depth. Figure 2.35 and Fig. 2.36 resp. show
the global angular distributions of a Cu solid and a Cu powder target as a function
of the racetrack depth, obtained with the method described above (again, similar
distributions were obtained for the other materials). Two observations are made.
First of all, there is still a distinct difference between the powder targets and the
solid targets. Due to the specific surface morphology of the powder targets, more
material is sputtered under large angles.

Secondly, as the target becomes more eroded, the heart shaped angular dis-
tribution evolves towards a cosine distribution. This is the case for both solid as
powder targets, albeit more slowly for the latter. This implies that both the mi-
croscopic morphology of the target surface as well as the macroscopic shape of
the racetrack have a significant influence on the nascent angular distribution of the
sputtered atoms.
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It can be noted that in the case of rotatable magnetrons, no racetrack is formed
as the target is uniformly eroded. Hence, the “age” of a rotatable target should have
no influence on the angular distribution, which would then only be determined by
the morphology of the target surface.
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Figure 2.35: Global angular distributions as a function of the racetrack depth for a Cu
solid target.
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2.5.2 Deposition flux

To investigate the influence of the angular distribution on the deposition rate and
the energy flux towards a substrate, the software package SIMTRA is used [41,
42]. The global angular distributions obtained in the previous section were used
to calculate the energy and number of atoms arriving on a substrate located 10 cm
above the target surface in an argon atmosphere of 0.5 Pa.

Figure 2.37 and Fig. 2.38 show that the heart shape of the angular distribution
causes a decrease in both the number of sputtered atoms that arrive at the surface
as well as their average energy. This implies that the energy distribution is not only
altered by the interactions between the sputtered atoms and the working gas [41],
but also by the morphology of the target surface. Depending on the specific shape
of the angular distribution, the energy flux at the substrate due to the sputtered
atoms can vary by almost 20%. As discussed in [43–46], the energy per arriving
adatom plays a crucial role in the growth mode of the deposited film. Hence, the
surface morphology and “age” of the target can have a significant influence on the
properties of the deposited films.
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Figure 2.37: Relative number of arriving atoms and energy for different Cu angular distri-
butions.

2.5.3 Experimental verification

Verifying the simulated angular distribution experimentally is not as straightfor-
ward as it might seem as gas scattering will significantly influence the direction in
which metal particles are travelling. While comparing simulated deposition rates
with measured ones is only an indirect method of verifying these angular distri-
butions, it can give an indication of how the use of a custom angular distribution
compares to, for example, a cosine distribution.
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Figure 2.38: Relative energy per arriving atom (left) and relative number of arriving atoms
(right) for different angular distributions of all elements.

Using SIMTRA, the metal flux Fm (atoms/cm2s) at the substrate is calculated
as follows:

Fm =
Jion
e
· Y · ftr (2.23)

with Jion (ions/cm2s) the ion flux at the target, e the elementary electron charge, Y
the sputter yield of the target material and ftr the fraction of transported particles
that arrive at the substrate, as calculated with SIMTRA. Assuming that the density
of the deposited film is the same as the density ρ of the bulk material, this metal
flux can be converted to a deposition rate Rd (cm/s):

Rd = Fm ·
M

ρNA
(2.24)

with M (g/mol) the molar mass of the target material and NA Avogadro’s number.
These calculations were done for several depositions carried out at different

target-substrate distances using a Ti solid target and an Al powder target. The
deposition rate was deduced from the film thickness which was measured with a
Taylor-Hobson talystep.

Figure 2.39 and Fig. 2.40 show the experimental deposition rates together with
simulated deposition rates using both a cosine distribution as well as the global
angular distributions (GAD) obtained from the MC code. Because it was shown
that the racetrack depth has an influence on the shape of the angular distribution,
the corresponding angular distribution for each deposition was selected based on
the calculated erosion rate of the targets. On the right the relative error between
the experimental and simulated deposition rate can be seen.

Both figures show that the simulations with the global angular distributions
yield a much better result than the cosine ones. In both cases the error is sig-
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nificantly smaller. At large target-substrate distances, the deposition rate is less
influenced by the nascent angular distribution of the sputtered particles as the par-
ticles will have undergone quite a few collisions before arriving at the substrate.
Hence, the depositions done at small target-substrate distances are best suited for
evaluating how well the simulations agree with the experiments.

While no perfect fit is obtained between experiment and simulation, it still
shows that there is a significant improvement compared to the cosine distribution
as the error at small target-substrate distances in both case is reduced by almost or
more than 50%.
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Figure 2.39: Deposition rate of Ti as a function of target-substrate distance using a solid
target. The deposition rate is simulated with SIMTRA using a cosine dis-
tribution or the simulated global angular distribution similar to the ones in
Fig. 2.35.
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Figure 2.40: Deposition rate of Al as a function of target-substrate distance using a pow-
der target. The deposition rate is simulated with SIMTRA using a cosine dis-
tribution or the simulated global angular distribution similar to the ones in
Fig. 2.36.
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2.6 Conclusion
Chapter 2 starts with an analysis of the discharge characteristics of pressed powder
target containing a single element. It is shown that a stable discharge requires the
powder to be pressed and/or a limited power density. The I − V characteristics
follow the same trend as regular targets, yet they are less steep which is most likely
due to electron recapture and/or gas rarefraction.

Values for the sputter yields of Al, Cu, Ti and Ag which are measured by means
of the mass loss method, depend on whether a regular solid target or a powder
target is used. Moreover, the difference between the two depends also on the
element. While the sputter yield obtained with Cu and Ag powder targets is lower
than the ones obtained with regular targets, the opposite is true for the Al targets
and no change is noted for the Ti targets. To explain these observations, the surface
morphology of the target has to be taken into account. It is discussed that two
effects play a role in the determination of the actual measured sputter yield: yield
amplification through a non normal angle of incidence and particle redeposition
due to geometry of the surface. The first effect is analyzed by SRIM, TRIDYN and
TRIM.SP simulations, while for the particle redeposition a Monte Carlo code is
written to simulate the process. These two simulation models are able to explain
the observed sputter yield values.

The Monte Carlo code furthermore allows us to calculate the angular distri-
bution of the sputtered particles, which shows that the surface morphology of the
target results in a strong heart shaped profile. Combining these profiles together
with the measured sputter yields and the particle trajectory code SIMTRA enables
us to simulate the deposition rate during a sputter deposition experiment. Com-
parison with experimental values of the deposition rate as a function of distance,
shows that the use of the obtained heart shaped profiles reduces the error on the
deposition rate by almost 50 % compared to using a cosine distribution.
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3
Mixed Powder Targets

3.1 Introduction

At the risk of sounding somewhat pompous, it would not be completely untrue say-
ing that materials science has been defining civilizations throughout the centuries.
Be it the different metals or alloys defining the bronze age and the iron age, the
distinct types of steel enabling the industrial revolution or the ability to produce
high purity bulk materials and thin films for electronics and telecommunications
in the 20th, condensed matter physics was the driving force behind these innova-
tions. While materials used to be investigated and applications were derived based
on their properties, this philosophy has evolved during the last couple of decades.
As our understanding of materials properties on an atomic level has and still is
increasing, the desired applications are defined first and the materials are tailored
to meet the necessary requirements. With an increasing knowledge also comes
an increasing demand for more complex materials. In the case of thin films, this
translates into an increasing interest for multi-element thin films, as their possible
applications are nearly endless. Examples are CuInGaSe (CIGS) thin films for
photovoltaics [1], chalcogenide glass materials (PbS-AgI-AsS, CdS-AgI-AsS, Ti-
Ag-As-I-S) for electrochemical sensors [2], Ti-Al-N as hard coatings [3, 4], p-type
TCO’s such as CuAlO2 and CuGaO2 for electro-optical devices [5, 6], rare earth
manganese oxides (RE(1−x)MxMnO3, with M = Ca, Sr, Pb, Ba) for magneto-
electronic devices [7] etc.

Due to its flexibility and good control over the film composition, magnetron
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sputtering is a preferred deposition technique to study the compositional influence
on material properties. Multi-element thin films can be easily deposited using alloy
targets. As the composition of the film is restricted to that of the target, it is the
most straightforward method for industrial production. In the lab, however, a more
flexible method is advised to easily change the film composition at a low cost. In
that case co-deposition offers a solution. Several magnetrons, each containing
an elemental (or segmented) target are then put into one vacuum chamber. The
composition of the film can be varied by tuning the discharge settings (current,
voltage or power) of each separate magnetron as well as by changing the distance
between the magnetrons and the substrate. While this approach has been applied
with success and is popular for combinatorial research [8, 9], it has its limitations.
When the number of components in the film increases, the geometry of the setup
becomes more complex, making it more difficult to fine tune all the discharge
parameters in order to achieve the desired composition.

Mixed powder targets can be the happy medium between co-deposition and
alloy targets as it combines the flexibility of the first with the simple geometry
of the latter. In chapter 2 it was shown that this seemingly perfect combination
comes at a certain price: the power density that can be applied to the powder target
is limited by its thermal stability. Keeping this in mind, this chapter examines the
use of mixed powder targets for the deposition of multi-component films. As a
starting point we will focus on binary mixtures.

In section 3.2 we investigate how the metal flux of the target relates to its com-
position using a model to describe the evolution of the target surface in time. The
relation between the target composition and the sample composition is discussed
in section 3.3, which is experimentally verified in section 3.4 with the deposition
of metallic Cu-Al and Ti-Ag thin films. Section 3.5 examines the reactive sputter-
ing of mixed powder targets, by discussing the hysteresis effect, the deposition of
binary oxides Cu-O and Al-O and the ternary oxide Cu-Al-O.

3.2 Evolution of the target surface to steady state

In the following, a model by Cohen and Riess is presented that calculates the time
dependence of the metal fluxes at the surface of a mixed powder target [10]. The
model is best applicable in cases where the grain size L is approximately uniform
and when small grains aggregate in voids which are the same size of the larger
grains.

Figure 3.1 shows a sketch of a mixed powder target containing two different
elements. At t = 0, before sputtering, the two elements are randomly distributed
over the target surface. After sputtering, the fraction of the surface that is covered
by the element with the highest sputter yield will have been reduced, while that
of the slowest sputtering element will have increased. This competition between
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element 1

element 2

Figure 3.1: Sketch of a target model containing two elements. Left: at t = 0 the target is
unsputtered. Right: after sputtering the element with the highest sputter rate
(element 2) will have reduced its free surface fraction.

the two will continue until a steady state is reached, resulting in a target surface
composition that differs from the bulk target composition.

Although the representation of the target surface in Fig. 3.1 is extremely sim-
plistic compared to what was shown in the previous sections with the formation of
hills and valleys, it can still provide valuable information on how the steady state
is reached.

Assume a pressed powder target of which the composition is given by the mass
fractions x1 and x2 of elements 1 and 2 or their respective mole fractions m1 and
m2. The initial surface area Ai(0) covered by grains of type i can be expressed as:

Ai(0) = qiA0 (3.1)

with A0 the total surface area of the racetrack (as this is the only part of the target
that will evolve due to sputtering) and qi the volume fraction of element i in the
target. As the target is being bombarded with Ar ions, the grains of both elements
are sputtered. The rate vi (cm/s) at which a layer of element i is consumed is given
by:

vi =
JArYi
NAµi

(3.2)

with JAr the ion current (ions/cm2s), Yi the sputter yield of element i, NA Avo-
gadro’s number and µi the number density of element imeasured in moles per unit
volume1. The time ti that is needed to remove a layer of element i with thickness
L is:

ti =
L

vi
(3.3)

1As the target consists of pressed powder, its density is lower than that of bulk material. Hence, the
number density will also differ from that of the bulk.
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The probability that in a time interval [t, t+ dt] the end boundary of a grain of
element i is reached is dt/ti. When one grain of element i is completely consumed,
a grain of element 1 or 2 will be uncovered, depending on the probability to find
a grain i under any other grain. In the model this probability is taken to be the
volume fraction qi. This means that when A1(t) and A2(t) represent the surface
area at time t covered by grains of element 1 and 2 respectively, the change in area
A1 in a time interval of size dt, is given by:

dA1 = −A1q2
dt

t1
+A2q1

dt

t2
= −dA2 (3.4)

The first term determines the decrease of A1 due to grains of element 2 being
uncovered after sputtering grains of element 1, while the second term determines
the increase of A1 due to the uncovering of grains of element 1 after sputtering
grains of element 2. Taking into account that A1(t) + A2(t) = A0, with A0 the
total racetrack area, Eq. 3.4 yields a first order differential equation:

dA1

dt
=
A1(0)

t2
−A1

(
q1

t2
+
q2

t1

)
(3.5)

The solution to this equation is given by:

A1(t) = A1(0)

[
e−t/τ +

τ

t2

(
1− e−t/τ

)]
(3.6)

where

1

τ
=
q1

t2
+
q2

t1
(3.7)

With an expression for the evolution of the target surface in time, the metal
fluxes F1 and F2 (atoms/s) at any given time t can be calculated:

Fi(t) = JArYiAi(t) (3.8)

with JAr the argon ion current (ions/cm2s) towards the surface, Yi the sputter yield
of element i and Ai(t) (cm2) the surface area at time t that is covered with grains
of element i, as given by Eq. 3.6.

For the steady state (t→∞), Eq. 3.8, Eq. 3.6 and Eq. 3.1 yield:

F1(∞)

F2(∞)
=
Y1q1t1
Y2q2t2

(3.9)

Substituting Eq. 3.2 and Eq. 3.3 for ti into Eq. 3.9 gives:

F1(∞)

F2(∞)
=
q1ρ1

q2ρ2
=
m1

m2
(3.10)
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where m1/m2 is the molar ratio of the elements in the target. This shows that in
the steady state the relative metal fluxes are equal to the composition of the target.

As an example, the model described above is applied to an actual mixed pow-
der target, containing 50 at. % Cu and 50 at. % Al, i.e. the mole fractions m1 and
m2 are both equal to 0.5. For simplicity it is assumed that all grains have the same
size, namely the maximum grain size of both powders, which is 50 µm. In this
way, the time that is calculated to reach steady state will be an upper limit for the
actual required time.

In order to calculate the area A1(t) at different times t with Eq. 3.6, the pa-
rameters qi and ti are needed. The volume fractions qi can be deduced from the
mass fractions xi, which can be easily calculated from the mole fractions:

qi = xi ·
ρtarget
ρ′i

(3.11)

ρ and ρ′i are the densities of the target and element i resp., measured in grams per
unit volume. The density of the target can be calculated by dividing the mass of
the entire target by its volume. The density ρ′i, however, is not the same as the bulk
density of the elements, as a pressed powder target is less dense than a bulk target.
This becomes clear when comparing the value of ρtarget to ρalloy, the density of
an alloy with the same composition as the powder target:

ρtarget =
11.459 g

3.324 cm3
= 3.447 g/cm3 (3.12)

ρalloy =

(
x1

ρ1
+
x2

ρ2

)−1

= 5.355 g/cm3 (3.13)

with ρi the bulk density of element i. Assuming that the densities of Cu and Al are
reduced by the same fraction as that of the mixture, ρ′i can calculated as:

ρ′i =
ρtarget
ρalloy

ρi (3.14)

The parameter ti is given by Eq. 3.3 and Eq. 3.2:

ti =
LNAµi
JArYi

(3.15)

Similar to the densities ρ′i, the number densities µi (mol/cm3) are not the same as
the bulk number densities of Al and Cu, but are given by:

µi =
mi

qi
µtarget (3.16)

where µtarget is the number density of the target and can be calculated from the
measured density ρtarget of the target:
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µtarget =
ρtarget
Mtarget

(3.17)

with

Mtarget =

(
xCu
MCu

+
xAl
MAl

)−1

(3.18)

the molar mass of the target.
Now only the ion flux JAr is left to be calculated. Similar to the calculations in
chapter 1, this can be deduced from the discharge current Id (C/s):

JAr =
Id/A0

e · (1 + γ)
(3.19)

where A0 is the total surface area of the racetrack (cm2) and e the elementary
charge (C). The secondary electron emission yield γ is not the electron yield of Cu
nor that of Al, but rather an averaged value, based on the composition of the target
surface:

γ =
ACu
A0

γCu +
AAl
A0

γAl (3.20)

Now that all the necessary parameters are calculated, the evolution of the target
surface can be evaluated as a function of time using Eq. 3.6.

Figure 3.2 shows how the composition of the target surface changes as a func-
tion of time. The corresponding relative metal fluxes are plotted in Fig. 3.3. To
illustrate the effect of the sputter yield, the calculations have been carried out us-
ing both the experimental solid sputter yields as well as the powder sputter yields
as measured and mentioned in section 2.3. Using the effective powder yields, the
steady state for the target surface lies very close to the initial target surface compo-
sition. This in contrast with the steady state when using the effective solid sputter
yields. In that case, the Al coverage at the target surface needs to increase with
≈ 1.4 cm2 and the Cu coverage needs to decrease with the same amount. This
illustrates how the coverage of an element must compensate for its sputter yield.
An element with a low sputter yield must have a large coverage to ensure a certain
flux, while an element with a high sputter yield can sustain its flux with a lower
coverage. This also implies that the lower the sputter yield of one of the compo-
nents, the longer it will take to reach steady state. Not only because of the lower
sputtering rate, but also because the lower the sputter yield, the higher the steady
state coverage will be.

In principle, this model can be extended to powder mixtures containing n ele-
ments, with n > 2. In that case n−1 linear differential equations need to be solved,
which becomes more complicated as the number of elements increases. Intuitively
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however, it is already clear from the results above, that the more elements the mix-
ture contains, the faster the target will achieve steady state. After all, as the number
of elements increases, the initial coverage of each element decreases, but so does
the steady state coverage. Hence the more elements the target contains, the closer
the steady state coverage will be to the inital coverage, resulting in initial metal
fluxes close to the molar concentration of the target.
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Figure 3.2: Evolution of the Cu and Al coverage at the target surface. These have been
calculated with the steady state model by Cohen and Riess using both the solid
sputter yields as well as the powder sputter yields from section 2.3, illustrating
the effect of the ratio of the yields on the coverage in steady state.
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Figure 3.3: Evolution of the relative metal fluxes at the target as a function of time for both
type of sputter yields, calculated with the steady state model by Cohen and
Riess.
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3.3 Metallic sputtering: target versus sample com-
position

Although the relative metal fluxes from the target surface correspond to the com-
position of the target, this does not automatically imply that the composition of a
deposited film will also be the same as the target composition. After all, as the
sputtered particles move through the vacuum chamber they will be scattered by
collisions with the gas atoms, which significantly influences the deposition profile.
As the degree of scattering is dependent on the mass of the particles, the change
in the direction in which a particle moves after a collision, will be different for
light and heavy particles. Hence, the relative metal fluxes at the substrate do not
necessarily equal the original fluxes at the target.

The influence of the atomic mass on the degree of gas scattering can be in-
vestigated on the basis of the concept of the persistence of velocity ν [11]. The
velocity persistence ν is defined as the ratio between the projection of a particle’s
velocity after a collision onto the initial direction and velocity. In other words, the
coefficient ν describes the degree of conservation of original momentum after a
collision. An analytical expression for the persistence of velocity is given by:

ν =
1− µ
1 + µ

+
2µ

1 + µ
· νe (3.21)

with

νe =
ln
(√

1 + µ2 + µ
)

4µ3
√

1 + µ2
+

2µ8 + 5µ6 + 3µ4 − µ2 − 1

4µ2 (1 + µ2)
3 (3.22)

and µ = Mg/Ms, the ratio between the atomic mass Mg of the gas atoms and
the atomic mass Ms of the sputtered particles. Figure 3.4 shows the persistence of
velocity as a function of the atomic mass for collisions with an argon atom.

This plot illustrates that the heavier the sputtered particle is, the less its direc-
tion of motion will be influenced by collisions with a gas atom. To put it differently,
an Ag atom for example will need more collisions than an Al atom to significantly
alter its course.

To evaluate the metal fluxes at the substrate, we can again use SIMTRA to cal-
culate the fraction ftr of transported particles that arrive at the substrate. These
calculations were carried out for Ag, Al, Cu and Ti in an Ar atmosphere of 0.4 Pa,
using the nascent global angular distributions (GAD’s) which were calculated in
the previous chapter (page 66) for the respective powder targets. The same calcu-
lations were done using a cosine distribution for comparison. The results are also
shown in Fig. 3.4.

Two observations are made. First, the fraction of transported particles arriving
at the substrate is much higher for all elements when using a cosine distribution
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Figure 3.4: Left: Persistence of velocity ν of sputtered particles for collisions with an Ar
atom as a function of their atomic mass. Right: Simulated fraction of trans-
ported particles that arrive at a substrate located at 10 cm above the target as
a function of the atomic mass of the target material. The simulations were done
for Ag, Al, Cu and Ti using a cosine nascent angular distribution as well as a
simulated GAD (see page page 66). The argon pressure is 0.4 Pa.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: Nascent angular distributions and their influence on the direction in which the
sputtered particles are emitted from the target. The arrows indicate the direc-
tion in which the majority of the particles are emitted: (a) cosine distribution,
(b) simulated GAD (see page 66)

compared to the GAD distributions. Second, when a cosine distribution is used,
ftr increases with increasing atomic mass, while in the case of the GAD’s, ftr
remains constant. Both observations can be explained by comparing the shape
of the nascent angular distributions. A cosine distribution emits the majority of
particles perpendicular to the target (Fig. 3.5a). Light atoms such as Al and Ti with
a low persistence are easily scattered, so few of these sputtered particles reach the
substrate, i.e. only those who are scattered in the right direction. This in contrast
with heavier particles such as Cu and Ag, which, due to their high persistence,
are less perturbed by any collision. The simulated GAD’s on the other hand emit
the majority of particles under a non-zero angle (Fig. 3.5b). Hence, the particles
are sputtered away from the substrate. This implies that less heavy particles will
reach the substrate as their momentum needs to be changed into the right direction,
which requires a lot of collisions. Light particles are still able to reach the substrate
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as they are more easily scattered.
Based on these simulations, one can say that although gas scattering is a mass

dependent process, the actual composition of the deposited film is nonetheless
equal to the composition of the target once it is in steady state, due to the specific
angular distribution of the powder targets. This in contrast to alloy targets for
example, where the film composition can still significantly deviate from the target
composition due to gas scattering [12–14].

3.4 Metallic depositions of Cu-Al and Ti-Ag

3.4.1 Deposition conditions

To experimentally verify the simulation results above, nine mixed Cu-Al powder
and seven Ti-Ag targets were fabricated in the same fashion described in chapter 2
by manually mixing the powders in the appropriate molar ratios. The molar ratios
of the Cu-Al targets ranged from 1:9 to 9:1, while those of the Ti-Ag targets ranged
from 9:1 to 3:7. All targets were sputtered in a pure Ar atmosphere of 0.4 Pa and
at a constant discharge current of 0.15 A. As it is difficult to measure the metal
fluxes directly at the target without interference of the plasma or gas scattering,
the evolution of the target surface can only be examined by evaluating a deposition
parameter that is directly influenced by the composition of the target surface. The
discharge voltage is the most obvious parameter as it is directly related to the
target surface condition, although it is not solely influenced by its composition,
but also by, for example, target heating. Figure 3.6 shows the discharge voltage as
a function of time for three different Cu-Al targets, together with the corresponding
deposition rate, measured at 10 cm above the target surface.
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markers) for three mixed Cu-Al targets as a function of time.
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For all targets there is an initial increase in discharge voltage during the first
few minutes. Whether this is due to target heating, thermal relaxation or a change
in target surface composition is difficult to say. However, as the deposition rate
remains constant during the entire time interval, it is most likely that steady state
is reached within minutes. After all, if there would be a change in target surface
composition, the relative metal fluxes would change accordingly and the depo-
sition rate, which in this case is measured as the total mass arriving at a quartz
crystal microbalance, would increase or decrease, depending on the change in the
total mass flux.

The mixed Cu-Al and Ti-Ag targets were also used to deposit metallic thin
films onto Si(100) substrates which were neither cooled nor heated and kept at
ground potential. The target-substrate distance was 10 cm for all depositions. The
thickness of the films was measured with a contact profilometer (Taylor-Hobson
talystep) and the deposition time was adjusted to obtain a film thickness of 1 µm.
Figure 3.7 plots the average discharge voltage during the deposition of Cu-Al as
a function of the Cu coverage at the target surface, together with the deposition
rate which was calculated from the film thickness and the deposition time. This
shows that the secondary electron yield, which is proportonial to the inverse of the
discharge voltage, is directly influenced by the composition of the target surface
as we assumed in the steady state model (Eq. 3.20). The increase in deposition
rate can be understood by taking into account two effects. First, an increase in
discharge voltage increases the sputter yields of both materials and second, as the
sputter yield of Cu is higher than that of Al, the average sputter yield of the target
will increase with an increasing Cu concentration.
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Unfortunately, no meaningful comments can be made regarding the deposition
parameters of the Ti-Ag depositions as the discharges suffered from quite a lot of
arcing. Arcing might be more severe in the case of the Ti-Ag targets due to the
large difference in electrical resistivity of the metals. While Cu and Al have a
similar electrical resistivity (16.78 nΩ·m and 28.2 nΩ·m resp.), the resistivity of
Ti and Ag differ by a factor of more than 20 (420 nΩ·m and 15.87 nΩ·m resp.).
This might lead to charge build up between the different grains, causing local arc
discharges on the target surface.

3.4.2 Sample composition

The chemical composition of the films was obtained using SEM/EDX (FEI Quanta
200F) with a beam current of 208 µA and a voltage of 10 kV. The results can been
seen in Fig. 3.8. As the composition of the Cu-Al samples is the same as that of
the target, the fraction of transported particles arriving at the substrate should be
the same for both metals. This indirectly shows that the angular distribution of the
powder target is indeed the simulated heart shaped GAD, as a cosine distribution
would yield a film composition with an excess of Cu.
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Figure 3.8: Metal fractions in deposited films as a function of the metal fraction in the
target for several Cu-Al and Ti-Ag targets.

As expected, this does not apply for the Ti-Ag films, where there is a significant
higher amount of Ag found in the film than in the target. This is probably due
to the high degree of arcing that occurred during these depositions. In that case
the model described above obviously no longer applies, as arcing can cause the
irregular ejection of large clusters from the target, rather than a steady stream of
atoms. A picture of a Ti-Ag target and a SEM image of a pinhole created by arcing
can be found in Appendix A.

Either way, sound conclusions regarding the correlation between sample and
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target composition can only be drawn when the target surface is exposed to a stable
discharge with a minimum amount of arcing. This is the case for the depositions
done with the Cu-Al targets, where the composition corresponds well with the
results from steady state model and SIMTRA simulations.

3.5 Reactive sputtering of mixed powder targets

3.5.1 Hysteresis measurements

To investigate the behavior of a mixed powder target when it is exposed to a reac-
tive gas flow, several hysteresis experiments were carried out with different Cu-Al
targets. The Cu content in the targets ranged from 0 (pure Al) to 50 at.% Cu in
steps of 10 at.%. The oxygen flow was stepwise increased by 0.2 sccm and the
discharge voltage and total pressure were recorded every 2 minutes, allowing the
discharge to stabilize. The pumping speed had to be kept as low as 25 L/s for
the hysteresis to be visible. Figure 3.9 shows the results of the hysteresis of the
discharge voltage and the pressure as a function of the oxygen flow. In agreement
with Fig. 3.7, the discharge voltage at 0 sccm O2 increases slightly (from 425 to
460 V) with increasing Cu content. From the discharge voltage it is clear that by
increasing the Cu content of the target, the voltage difference or drop at the criti-
cal point decreases and the hysteresis becomes less pronounced. The latter can be
understood from what is observed with an elemental Cu target, where a hysteresis
is almost absent. This shows that the behavior of mixed powder targets does not
drastically differ from solid targets when exposed to a varying oxygen flow [6].

Two remarks, however, can be made concerning these hysteresis measurement,
more specifically regarding the discharge voltage. First of all, at low Cu concen-
tration, especially the pure Al powder target and the target containing 10 at.% Cu,
there is large spike in the discharge voltage when the target returns back to metallic
mode right after the critical gas flow. At the same time, no such behavior is noticed
in the pressure measurements, so it is difficult to explain this spike based on any
gas related effects. It is known that with a regular solid Al target there is a small
increase in discharge voltage upon increasing the reactive gas flow right until the
critical point. The discharge voltage in that case, however, increases only with a
few volts, unlike here, where there is a jump of easily 100 V. In [6] it is discussed
that the small increase in discharge voltage with a solid target is due to the for-
mation of a chemisorbed layer, which seems to cause a decrease of the secondary
electron yield of the target. A similar explanation in this case seems unlikely as the
spike in the discharge voltage occurs when the powder target returns to metallic
mode, rather than upon increasing the reactive gas flow. A possible interpretation
might be that the sudden increase in discharge voltage at the transition point is
accompanied with a spike in power density, generating a thermal gradient, which
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Figure 3.9: Hysteresis measurements of pressure (left) and discharge voltage (right) for
different Cu-Al target compositions.

the powder target is unable to dissipate immediately, resulting in a further increase
of the discharge voltage. On the other hand, one would expect that 2 minutes is
more than enough for the target surface to get adequately cooled again. Hence, at
present, the origin of this peak remains unclear.

Secondly, at higher Cu contents, the discharge voltage seems to continue to
drop once the target has gone into poisoned mode. This is possibly due to the fact
that the measured points are not stable points, i.e. the 2 min. time interval between
two measurements was insufficient for the target to adjust its surface composition
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to the new gas flow. After all, once the target is poisoned, the target surface no
longer consists of Cu and Al, but rather CuO/Cu2O and Al2O3. As the oxide
sputter yields are much lower than the metallic ones, the target surface will adjust
itself towards a new steady state with a different target surface composition. To
illustrate this, three targets each with a different Cu concentration were sputtered
while logging their discharge voltage. After sputtering the targets for 10 minutes
in metallic mode, 6 sccm of oxygen is introduced into the chamber. It is clear
from Figure 3.10 that a pure Al powder target immediately goes into poisoning
and that the discharge voltage quickly stabilizes. The discharge voltage of the
targets containing Cu, however, needs some time to stabilize. In case of a Cu-
Al target with a 60:40 ratio, this can easily take up to 30 minutes. When the
oxygen flow is turned off again, all targets return to metallic mode and their initial
discharge voltage. If we want to understand this within the frame of the steady state
model, this implies that the ratio of the sputter yields of the reactively sputtered
components is not the same as the ratio of the metallic yields. After all, if they
would be the same, the target would already be in steady state and there would
be no reason to change the surface coverage of any of the elements as this is only
determined by the ratio of the sputter yields.
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Figure 3.10: Discharge voltage as a function of time for three Cu-Al targets.

3.5.2 Deposition of binary oxides
3.5.2.1 Deposition conditions

Before depositing Cu-Al-O, pure Cu-O and pure Al-O films were deposited by
sputtering a Cu and an Al powder target under different oxygen flows, varying
from 1 to 6 sccm in steps of 1 sccm. The films were deposited onto glass and
Si(100) substrates, mounted on a grounded substrate holder 10 cm above the target
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surface. All depositions were carried out under an argon pressure of 0.4 Pa and at
a constant discharge current of 0.15 A.

Figure 3.11 shows the average discharge voltage during the depositions as a
function of the oxygen flow, together with the deposition rate. Similar to what
is observed with regular targets, there is a drastic drop in the deposition rate of
the Al as soon as it goes into poisoning2. No such behavior is observed for the
Cu powder target, suggesting that the Cu target is not fully poisoned at 6 sccm of
O2. Higher flows could not be achieved with the Cu target due to the increasing
discharge voltage, leading to an increased power density on the target.
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Figure 3.11: Average discharge voltage and deposition rate for a Cu and a Al powder tar-
get, sputtered at 0.15 A in an Ar atmosphere of 0.4 Pa with varying O2 flows.
The target-substrate distance is 10 cm.

3.5.2.2 Composition and crystallographic analysis

The deposited Al-O and Cu-O films were characterized with XRD (θ/2θ configu-
ration), SEM/EDX and EPMA. All Al-O were amorphous, while the crystallinity
of Cu-O films varied with their oxygen content. This is shown in Fig. 3.12. The
inset shows that EDX and EPMA measurements are in agreement and that the
chemical composition is independent of the substrates.

Increasing the oxygen level from 0 to 19 at.% leads to the formation of Cu2O
with a preferred (111) orientation. When the oxygen level is further increased to
25 at.% the pure Cu peaks (111) and (200) disappear while a small Cu2O (200)
peak emerges. At oxygen concentrations of 30 and 35 at.% this peak becomes very
intense suggesting a pure Cu2O phase with a strong (200) out of plane orientation.

2Note that the critical gas flow in this case (3 sccm) does not correspond to the critical point during
the hysteresis measurements in the previous section (1 sccm). These depositions were carried out at
higher pumping speed (100 L/s compared to 25 L/s), shifting the critical point to a higher value.
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At 35 at.% oxygen a small peak around 35.5◦ starts to appear, which corresponds
to the rare Cu4O3 phase. The intensity of the peak increases further when the oxy-
gen concentration surpasses 40 at.% resulting finally at 45 at.% in a polycrystalline
Cu4O3 phase with a strong preference for the (202) orientation. While this phase
of copper oxide has been found as a natural mineral, it has never been synthesised
in bulk form. The copper in Cu4O3 is present in two valence states, Cu+ and
Cu2+, which cannot both be stabilized at the same time by conventional methods.
So far, Cu4O3 has only been synthesized by RF or DC reactive sputtering [15–18].
This shows that not only the composition of the films can easily be adjusted when
sputtering from powder targets, but also a wide range of different phases can be
obtained. Furthermore, these results are in agreement with was in found in liter-
ature regarding the growth of CuxOy by sputtering regular solid Cu targets under
varying oxygen atmospheres [17, 19, 20].
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Figure 3.12: XRD θ/2θ spectra of deposited Cu-O thin films with different oxygen concen-
trations. The inset shows the oxygen concentration of the films as a function
of the oxygen flow.
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3.5.3 Deposition of ternary oxides

3.5.3.1 Deposition conditions

The mixed Cu-Al targets were sputtered at a fixed O2 flow of 6 sccm to attain
the highest possible oxidation with a stable discharge. The other deposition para-
meters remained the same. Figure 3.13 shows the average discharge voltage and
the deposition rates as a function of the target composition. A pure Cu powder
target starts out at a discharge voltage of about 675 V. When only 10 at.% of Al
is added to the target, the discharge voltage is already reduced with more than
100 V. Although the target is now sputtered in reactive mode, the basic concept
of the steady state model described in section 3.2 still applies. All the aluminium
that is exposed at the target surface is immediately oxidized, so it is sputtered at an
extremely low rate. However, as the relative metal fluxes in steady should equal
the bulk composition of the target, the low sputter rate of the Al2O3 has to be
compensated by a large coverage of the target surface. Hence, the target surface
of a mixed Cu-Al target that is reactively sputtered will consist mainly of oxidized
aluminium, which explains why a Cu-Al target containing only 10 at.% behaves
more like an Al target than like a Cu target. The plot furthermore shows that when
the Al concentration exceeds 50 at.%, almost the entire target surface will consist
of Al2O3 as there is almost no change in discharge voltage or deposition rate when
the Cu concentration is further reduced.
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Figure 3.13: Average discharge voltage and deposition rate for a Cu-Al powder target as
a function of its atomic Cu concentration (left). Correlation between depo-
sition rate and average discharge voltage (right). The targets were sputtered
at 0.15 A in an Ar atmosphere of 0.4 Pa and a fixed O2 flow of 6 sccm. The
target-substrate distance is 10 cm.
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3.5.3.2 Composition

To compare the composition of the oxygen rich sample to the target composition,
the Cu metal ratio Cm of the oxide films is defined as follows:

Cm =
c1

c1 + c2
(3.23)

with c1 and c2 the Cu and Al concentrations of the samples, measurend in at.%.
Figure 3.14 shows the Cu metal ratio of the Cu-Al-O and Cu-Al films as a

function of the Cu concentration of the respective targets. Like the metallic depo-
sitions, the metal ratio of the Cu-Al-O sample corresponds to the target composi-
tion. While the targets need more time to reach steady state in poisoned mode due
to the lower sputter yield of the oxides, as the deposition times are also higher (3
hours compared to 30 minutes), the average composition of the samples equal the
steady state fluxes.
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Figure 3.14: Cu metal ratio of the Cu-Al and Cu-Al-O films as a function of the Cu concen-
tration in the target.

3.5.3.3 Crystallographic characterization

The XRD spectra of the Cu-Al-O series in Fig. 3.15 show that the addition of alu-
minium to the target and the sample leads to a drastic decrease of film crystallinity.
Indeed, at 10 at.% Al only a small fraction of the Cu4O3 (202) peak remains. The
broad peaks which can be seen in the spectra of the 20 and 30 at.% Al are prob-
ably due to CuO (111). Because aluminium is added to the target, the deposition
conditions change in such a way that the target goes into poisoning mode, giving a
much lower discharge voltage and an increase in oxygen pressure which promotes
the sputtering of CuO particles from the target surface. When the aluminium con-
tent is increased even further to 40 and 50 at.% the films become XRD amorphous.
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The influence of aluminium addition on the film crystallinity has been decribed in
detail in references [8, 9, 21].
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Figure 3.15: XRD θ/2θ spectra of deposited Cu-Al-O thin films.

3.6 Conclusion
Chapter 3 discusses binary powder mixtures. To understand the metal fluxes that
are emitted by mixed powder targets, the steady state model by Cohen and Riess is
discussed and applied to a mixed Cu-Al target. It is shown that the target surface
composition evolves exponentially to a steady state, resulting in metal fluxes cor-
responding to the bulk target composition. It is important to note that the surface
composition of the target differs from this bulk composition and is determined by
the ratio of the sputter yields of the elements that the target contains.

Metallic and oxygen rich films are deposited using Cu-Al and Ti-Ag targets.
The composition of the Ti-Ag films differed from the target compositions due to
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arcing. This was not the case for the Cu-Al targets, where the film compositions
corresponded closely to the target compositions. This implies that the particle
transport should be independent of the mass of the transported particle, which is
indeed the case. This was shown using SIMTRA in combination with the angular
distributions obtained in chapter 1.
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4
Selected Case Studies

4.1 Introduction

Up till now, sputtering of powder targets containing one or two elements has been
discussed. Chapter 1 explained how the specific surface morphology of the powder
targets has an effect on the effective sputter yield and the angular distribution of the
sputtered atoms. In chapter 2 the relation between target and sample composition
was elucidated for binary powder mixtures. How the acquired knowledge applies
to powder targets containing more than two elements is examined in this chapter.

Two different systems are selected for this. In section 4.2, targets containing
indium, tin and iron are used to deposit iron doped indium tin oxide (Fe-ITO). Be-
sides investigating the relation between target and film composition, the influence
of replacing indium with iron on the crystallographic properties and the optical
band gap will be examined. In section 4.3 mixed powder targets are used for the
deposition of high entropy alloys (HEA). These are solid solutions containing at
least five different metallic components of which the individual atomic concentra-
tions lie between 5 and 35 at.%. Given the large number of different elements,
these HEA’s are an ideal test case for the use of mixed powder targets.

The aim of this chapter is not to offer an extensive study of the properties or
the applications of these systems, but rather to further explore the possibilities
and limitations of mixed powder targets for multi-component thin film deposition.
As it was shown in the previous chapter that this method is a simple and flexible
way of changing the film composition, these case studies examine how far this
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flexibility can be pushed.

4.2 Iron doped indium tin oxide

4.2.1 Introduction

Indium tin oxide (ITO) is a solid solution of indium(III) oxide (In2O3) and tin(IV)
oxide (SnO2), with a typical weight ratio of 90% In2O3 to 10% SnO2. It is a
heavily-doped n-type semiconductor with a low electrical resistivity of 2 − 4 ×
10−4 Ω·cm and a bandgap of 3.5 − 4 eV [1]. It is one of the most widely used
transparent conducting oxides due to its excellent electrical and optical proper-
ties [2–6]. As the global demand for flat panel displays and touch screens keeps
increasing, so is the demand for ITO. The limited supply and high cost of indium,
however, motivates the search for possible alternatives or substitutes [7]. A possi-
ble approach is to replace ITO with materials that are completely indium free, such
as ZnO and SnO2 or most notably aluminium doped ZnO (AZO) [8–12]. Alter-
natively, the costs of ITO applications can be decreased by reducing their indium
content as in, for example, ZnO-ITO which has a reduced indium content of 40
to 90 at.% [13–15]. In the following section the In2O3 matrix is gradually substi-
tuted with the β phase of Fe2O3, which has the same structure as In2O3. Besides
possible applications for electro-optical devices, it has been reported that Fe-ITO
is a ferromagnetic semiconductor at room temperature [16, 17], hence it can be of
great interest for its potential in spintronics [18–21].

4.2.2 Deposition conditions and film composition

Six pressed powder targets with different In, Sn and Fe concentrations were fabri-
cated using 99.999% pure In powder (Goodfellow), 99.8% pure Sn powder (Alfa
Aesar) and 98% pure Fe powder (Alfa Aesar). The maximum grain sizes were
150 µm for In and 44 µm for Sn and Fe. The different target compositions can be
found in Table 4.1.

target No at.% In at.% Sn at.% Fe

T1 90 10 0
T2 80 15 5
T3 75 15 10
T4 68 8 24
T5 50 15 35
T6 49 8 43

Table 4.1: Composition of the different Fe-In-Sn targets.
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Before reactively sputtering the targets, they were first sputtered in a pure Ar
atmosphere of 0.8 Pa at a constant discharge current of 0.07 A. A grounded Si(111)
substrate was placed 10 cm above the target surface. During one hour, the substrate
was replaced with a new one every ≈ 15 minutes in order to check any evolutions
in the sample composition.

Afterwards, each target was sputtered in an Ar/O2 atmosphere of 10 sccm Ar
and 3 sccm O2, resulting in an Ar partial pressure of 0.3 Pa and a total pressure of
0.36 Pa. Due to oxidation of the target, the discharge voltage dropped significantly
and the discharge could not be sustained. This was solved by sputtering the targets
at a constant power of 40 W, allowing both the discharge current and voltage to
vary freely. The deposition time of each reactive deposition was adjusted in order
to obain a film thickness of 250 nm. These were deposited on both Si(111) sub-
strates for composition and XRD measurements, as well as on glass substrates for
resistivity and transmission measurements.

The evolution of the discharge voltage during the metallic depositions was
logged and is plotted in Fig. 4.1. A few remarks can be made regarding this plot.
First, adding as little as 5 at.% of Fe to an In-Sn target increases the discharge
voltage by about 200 V. One could expect that this is due to the magnetic nature of
Fe. As Fe is a magnetic material, it interacts with the magnetic field of the mag-
netron, lowering the efficiency of the electron trap, which results in a decreased
ion density above the target and, consequently, a higher discharge voltage. If this
were the case, the discharge voltage should continue to increase with increasing
Fe content. Currently, the reason for this remains unclear.
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Figure 4.1: Discharge voltage as a function of time for several In-Sn-Fe targets sputtered
at a constant current of 0.07 A in a pure Ar atmosphere of 0.8 Pa.

Second, there is a drastic change in the discharge voltage whenever a discharge
is ignited above a fresh target, regardless of its composition. A rapid increase
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during the first couple of minutes is followed by a slow decrease until a stable
value is reached. These spikes might be caused by a contaminated or oxidized
target surface as the target is exposed to a slightly worse vacuum from the loadlock
in between two depositions. Of course, this “cleaning process” will take more time
the very first time it is sputtered, hence the large initial spike.

The deposition rate during the metallic depositions is plotted in Fig. 4.2. No
change of the deposition rate is noted as a function of time at low Fe concentra-
tions. At higher Fe concentrations (> 10 at.%) there is a small drop in the depo-
sition rate after the first 15 minutes, after which it stabilizes. Globally, there is a
decrease in deposition rate as a function of the iron content in the target. At 500 V
the sputter yield of iron (≈ 1.65) is significantly lower than that of Sn (≈ 1.70)
and In (≈ 2.46). Hence, as indium is replaced with iron, the average number of
sputtered particles per ion decreases, leading to a decrease of the deposition rate.
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Figure 4.2: Deposition rate of the metallic depositions as a function of time for different
In-Sn-Fe targets (left) and as a function of the iron content in the target (right).
The depositions were carried out in a pure Ar atmosphere of 0.8 Pa and at a
constant discharge current of 0.07 A.

4.2.3 Sample versus target composition

An overview of the relation between the target composition and all sample com-
positions, both metallic1 and oxygen rich, is given in Fig. 4.3.

While the sample composition follows the target composition in general, there
is still a significant discrepancy between the two. More specifically, for the metal-
lic depositions there is an excess of 5 to 10 at.% of iron in the films compared to

1The composition of the metallic films corresponds to the fourth deposition of each target. No
significant change in composition is noted as a function of time.
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Figure 4.3: Overview of the film compositions deposited with the In-Sn-Fe targets, both
metallic and reactive depositions. The metallic compositions correspond with
the films deposited after a total sputtering time of one hour.

the concentration in the target, while for the reactively sputtered samples there’s a
deficit of iron.

Measurement errors of EDX due to fluorescent X-rays emitted by indium
which are absorbed by iron is highly unlikely as the EDX software already takes
this into account using the ZAF correction factors. Furthermore, a good agree-
ment was found between EDX measurements performed at different institutions
(see section 4.3), proving our results to be reliable. Hence, an explanation must be
sought elsewhere.

To exclude gas scattering as the reason for a higher Fe concentration in the
films, the fraction ftr of transported particles arriving at the substrate was calcu-
lated for In, Sn and Fe using SIMTRA. For this, the simulated angular distribution
of a Cu powder was used under the assumption that the emission profiles of In,
Sn and Fe are comparable to that of Cu. As no large differences were observed
between the angular distributions of the Al, Ag, Ti and Cu powder targets, this
assumption seems reasonable. The respective ftr values obtained for In, Sn and
Fe are 2.308× 10−3, 2.242× 10−3 and 2.232× 10−3. When we assume that the
metal fluxes at the target are in steady state and correspond to the bulk composition
of the target, then the predicted concentration ci (at.%) of each element i is given
by:

ci =
F

(i)
m f

(i)
tr∑3

i=1 F
(i)
m f

(i)
tr

(4.1)

with F (i)
m the metal flux (atoms/cm2s) of element i at the target. Applying this to

the In-Sn-Fe target shows that the small differences in ftr between the elements
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can only account for a higher Fe concentration in the film of maximum 1 at.%,
which is insufficient to explain the measured Fe concentrations. This implies that
the assumption that the metal fluxes at the substrate equal the target bulk compo-
sition is incorrect, or in terms of the steady state model from chapter 3, that the
effective surface coverage of Fe is higher than what is theoretically predicted by
the model. To check whether this is really the case, the effective and the theoretical
surface coverage of Fe need to be quantified. Unfortunately, the latter cannot be
calculated analytically with the previously decribed model due to the difference
in grain sizes of Fe and Sn on the one hand (44 µm) and In on the other hand
(150 µm). Because the grain sizes differ only by a factor of 3, the parameter L in
the model is no longer clearly defined as we cannot be sure that the voids created
by the In grains are large enough to be filled with several Fe and/or Sn grains.
Hence, the schematic drawing in Fig. 3.1 on which the model is based no longer
applies. To circumvent this, a simple computer model was created in which large
and small cubes are stacked. The small cubes are three times smaller than the large
ones and correspond to Fe grains, the large cubes to In2. The number of atoms in
an Fe and an In cube is calculated from the respective densities and molar masses,
so the number of cubes that need to be stacked in order to obtain a certain target
composition can be determined. Calculating the time it takes to sputter each cube,
then allows us to calculate the target surface coverage at any given time. This was
done for a target with 65 at.% In and 35 at.% Fe.

Figure 4.4 (left) shows the surface coverage and the resulting metal fluxes
(right). Two things are noted: 1) the time dependence of the surface coverage
and the metal fluxes is also exponential, similar to the model from chapter 3 and
2) the grain size has apparently no influence on the steady state fluxes, as these
also equal the target composition. The plot shows that the surface coverage of
Fe in steady state is 42.78%. This theoretical surface coverage has to be com-
pared to the effective surface coverage of a real In-Sn-Fe target. To determine this
value, the surface composition of an In-Sn-Fe target was mapped with EDX. A
more detailed description of this method can be found in Appendix B. Figure 4.5a
shows the surface composition of an In-Sn-Fe target before sputtering. Because
In is much softer than Fe and Sn, it gets easily “smeared out” over the surface
when pressed. After one hour of sputtering (Fig. 4.5b), however, the seperate In
grains are clearly visible. As no significant change in composition was observed
over time for the metallic depositions, it can be assumed that Fig. 4.5b is represen-
tative for the experimental steady state, which is quickly reached. Based on this
latter image the surface coverage of Fe was calculated and a value of 53.83% was
found. This is indeed higher than what is expected based on the model and will
consequently result in a higher Fe flux. Furthermore, using the experimental Fe
surface coverage to calculate the relative Fe flux, a value of 43% is found, which

2Sn was omitted for simplicity.
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corresponds remarkably well with the Fe concentration of 42% found in the film
deposited with that specific target.

In conclusion, it is shown that after pressing an In-Sn-Fe target, the In gets
“smeared out” over the target surface. This will be the case at all edges of the
target, leading to a lower In and a higher Fe concentration in the bulk of the target.
Once the top layer of the target is sputtered away, the bulk concentration of the
target is exposed at the surface, with an excess of Fe compared to the original
concentration, explaining the differences between the composition of the deposited
films and the initial target compositions.
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Figure 4.4: Simulated surface coverage (left) and relative metal fluxes (right) of a powder
target containing 65 at.% In and 35 at.% Fe.
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Figure 4.5: Mapped EDX images of an In-Sn-Fe target (50-15-35 at.% resp.).
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4.2.4 Crystallographic properties

The oxide films were XRD amorphous as deposited. After deposition, they were
annealed from 22 ◦C to 330 ◦C at a rate of 5 ◦C per minute under air. No change in
film composition was observed after annealing. The XRD spectra after annealing
are given in Fig. 4.6 and show a shift of the diffraction peaks and a change in
preferential orientation of the film. To evaluate these effects with regard to the
Fe concentration in the sample, the lattice parameter and the fraction of out-of-
plane orientation are calculated not as a function of the absolute Fe concentration,
but as a function of the fraction of In in the In2O3 matrix that has been replaced
with Fe. This is given by the ratio of the Fe concentration to the total Fe and In
concentration: Fe/(Fe+In).

The lattice parameter a was calculated from the positions of the [222], the
[400] and [440] peaks, using the well known law of Bragg:

nλ = 2d sin θ (4.2)

with n an integer, λ the X-ray wavelength and d the spacing between two crystal
planes. As In2O3 is a cubic system, the relation between d and a is given by:

dhkl =
a√

h2 + k2 + l2
(4.3)

The values obtained by the different peaks were averaged out and are given in
Fig. 4.7 as a function of the percentage of In replaced by Fe. Similar to what is ob-
served in [17], the lattice parameter decreases linearly as the Fe fraction increases.
This is expected as Fe ions are substituted into In sites and Fe3+ has a smaller ra-
dius than In3+ (0.64 Å compared to 0.81 Å). It has been reported that the solubility
of Fe into In2O3 is limited to 20 at.%, after which the lattice constant saturates and
a formation of Fe3O4 is observed [17, 22]. In this case, however, no iron oxide
diffraction peaks are observed and the lattice parameter increases linearly up to
40 at.% of Fe, indicating a pure ITO phase in which In has been replaced with Fe.

Besides a decrease in the lattice parameter, a change in the preferential orien-
tation is noted as well. To quantify this, the fraction of grains with a specific [hkl]
out-of-plane orientation is calculated. This is done by measuring the area under the
[hkl] diffraction peak. Because the intensity of the diffraction peaks depends on
the structure factor, the measured area must be corrected with the relative peak in-
tensity obtained from the diffraction spectrum from a corresponding powder. The
fraction of grains with a [hkl] out-of-plane orientation is then given by:

A[hkl]i

I[hkl]i
·

(
N∑
i=1

A[hkl]i

I[hkl]i

)−1

(4.4)
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Figure 4.6: XRD θ/2θ spectra of several annealed Fe-ITO thin films with varying Fe con-
tent. The dashed line denote the diffraction peaks of In2O3. The peaks around
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Figure 4.7: Lattice parameter a of the annealed Fe-ITO films as a function of the fraction
of Fe in the In2O3 structure.

with A[hkl]i the area below the [hkl]i peak, N the total number of peaks that are
taken into account, and I[hkl]i the relative peak intensity obtained from a powder
spectrum.

As mentioned, the intensity of the diffraction peaks is dependent on the struc-
ture factor. Substituting In3+ ions with Fe3+ ions will change this structure factor
as the material will interact differently with the incoming X-rays. Therefore, the
structure factors and the relative peak intensity should be calculated as a func-
tion of the Fe content. A detailed description of this calculation can be found in
Appendix C. Using the calculated relative intensities for Eq. 4.4, the degree of
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out-of-plane orientation was determined as a function of the fraction of Fe in the
In2O3 lattice. This is plotted in Fig. 4.7 which shows that there is a clear transition
from a light [222]/[220] to a strong [200] out-of-plane orientation of the grains as
more In is replaced with Fe.

The energy provided to the deposited film during annealing enables bulk dif-
fusion of the atoms. As it is energetically favorable for the grains to be terminated
by the crystal plane with the lowest surface energy, this plane will determine the
orientation of the grains. Density functional theory calculations for the In2O3

structure have shown that the surface energies of the lowest index (111), (110)
and (100) plane follow the order γ(111) . γ(110) < γ(100) [23], explaining the
preferential orientation of the pure ITO without any Fe. This would also imply
that when In is substituted by Fe, the Fe atoms occupy those In sites which lead to
an increase of γ(111) and/or a decrease of γ(100) as the preferiental orientation of
heavily doped Fe-ITO changes to the [200] direction.

4.2.5 Resistivity and band gap

The sheet resistance of the Fe-ITO films deposited on glass was measured us-
ing a four point van der Pauw setup, from which the resistivity was calculated.
This was done before and after annealing. The resistivity is plotted as a func-
tion of the Fe concentration in Fig. 4.8. For the pure ITO film a resistivity of
2.39 × 10−3 Ω·cm was obtained (not shown on the plot). This value is rather high
compared to what is found in literature, as optimal values for the resistivity are
in the order of 10−4 Ω·cm. The higher resistivity in this case is probably due to
the lack of optimizing the Sn and O content of the films. Moreover, the properties
of ITO in general depend heavily on the exact deposition conditions, even when
using a compound ITO target with optimized stoichiometry [24].

Replacing 8% of In by Fe has little influence on the resisitivity as it increases
only to 2.55 × 10−3 Ω·cm. Further increasing the Fe content however drastically
increases the resistivity. The resistivity of the sample where more than 25% of
the In was replaced by Fe was too high to be measured. After annealing any
correlation between the Fe concentration and the resistivity is lost and all samples
have a resistivity of about 20 × 10−3 Ω·cm.

From UV-VIS measurements the absorption coefficient α was calculated. The
relation between the absorption coefficient α and the optical band gap Eoptg is
given by:

(αhν)
2

= A∗ ·
(
hν − Eoptg

)
(4.5)

with h Planck’s constant, ν the light frequency and A∗ a frequency independent
constant. Hence, the band gap can be obtained by plotting (αhν)

2 as a function of
hν and extrapolating the linear part to the abscissa (Fig. 4.9). The obtained band
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gaps are plotted as a function of the fraction of In replaced by Fe in Fig. 4.10.
For pure ITO a band gap of 3.87 eV was found, which is in close agreement with
literature data [25–28]. This value decreases linearly with an increasing Fe content.
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Figure 4.8: Resistivity of the deposited Fe-ITO films as a function of the Fe concentration.
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4.2.6 Conclusions

Mixed powder targets containing indium, tin and iron were successfuly applied
for the investigation of replacing In by Fe in ITO. Again, the composition of the
films was easily changed, but did not match the target composition exactly as the
Fe concentrations in the films were higher than in the target. With SIMTRA simu-
lations and the calculated angular distributions from chapter 1 as input, we could
exclude gas scattering as a possible cause of this discrepancy. To check whether
the different grain sizes had an effect on the relative metal fluxes and hence the film
composition, a simple computer model was developed to calculate the time depen-
dence of the surface coverage. It was shown that, similar to the steady state model
described in chapter 3, the surface coverage and the metal fluxes exponentially
reach a steady state, in which the metal fluxes correspond to the target composi-
tion. Hence, a difference in grain size cannot account for the observed differences
between film and target composition. Finally, EDX was used to map a part of the
racetrack of an In-Sn-Fe target in order to calculate the experimental steady state
surface coverage. The fraction of the racetrack that is covered with Fe appeared
to be significantly higher than the theoretical surface coverage, which explains the
excess of Fe in the films. Of course, the question now rises as to why more Fe is
found at the target surface than what is expected. The fact that both the analytical
model from the previous chapter, as well as the computer model described here
give metal fluxes equal to the target composition might suggest that the experi-
mentally observed excess of Fe at the target surface is not related to the sputter
process, but rather due to an inhomogeneous composition of the target. Keeping in
mind that In is a very soft material compared to Fe, it is not unlikely that pressing
the target causes an inhomogeneous distribution of the different grains within the
target.
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4.3 High entropy alloys

4.3.1 Introduction

An alloy is a mixture or a metallic solid solution of two or more elements, of which
at least one is a metal. This metal is usually the principal or primary metal and has
the highest share in the composition. The most common example is probably steel,
where the principal element is iron to which 0.002 to 2.1 weight % of carbon is
added, depending on the desired properties. Additional elements can be added
to the alloy to change its functional properties, however, the concentration of the
principal element is always at least 50 at.%. High Entropy Alloys (HEA) on the
other hand, are alloys which contain at least five principal elements in equimolar or
semi-equimolar concentrations [29, 30]. The name originates from the high mixing
entropy of these alloys, which favors the formation of a single phase containing
all elements, rather than multiple phases of inter-metallic compounds [31, 32].
Alloys are generally manufactured by casting the molten components. When the
cast cools down, the stability of the alloy and the phase into which the alloy will
solidify is driven by the minimization of the Gibb’s free energy ∆G. Traditionally
this is given by:

∆G = ∆Hmix − T∆Smix (4.6)

where T is the temperature of the cast, ∆Hmix the mixing enthalpy of the solid so-
lution and ∆Smix its mixing entropy. In the case of an equimolar HEA containing
n elements, the mixing entropy ∆Smix is given by3:

∆Smix = R lnn (4.7)

with R the gas constant. It is clear that this term increases as the number of com-
ponents in the alloy increases. When n ≥ 5, the mixing entropy is high enough
to compensate for the mixing enthalpy term in Eq. 4.6 [30, 33, 34], leading to
a Gibb’s free energy of the single phase that is lower than the free energy of any
inter-metallic compound that can be formed between the components of the HEA4.

The reasoning above is of course under the assumption that the phase formation
is thermodynamically driven. This is no objection when talking about bulk alloys
as the casting involves high temperatures. Thin film growth during magnetron
sputtering, however, is rarely driven by thermodynamics as the mobility of the de-
posited particles is generally low, especially during depositions at low power. The
phase formation of thin film HEA’s in that case is determined by the kinetics of the

3The general formula for the change in entropy is ∆Smix = −R
∑n
i=1 ci ln ci. Because we’re

dealing with equimolar concentrations ci = 1/n for all i. Hence ∆Smix = −R
∑n
i=1

1
n

ln 1
n

=
R lnn.

4This is true at temperatures that are common during alloy casting (> 1000 ◦C).
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deposition. This, together with the correlation between composition, deposition
conditions and film structure is still a subject of ongoing research [35, 36].

Due to the incorporation of multiple principal elements, the properties of a
HEA can be easily tailored by carefully selecting its components. Most HEA’s
exhibit promising mechanical properties such as high hardness, high yield stress
and high compressive strength [37–39], as well as high hydrophobicity [35].

HEA thin films are generally deposited from either an alloy target or by co-
deposition using mosaic targets. As mentioned before, the first method has a good
control over film stoichiometry, but the fabrication of an HEA target is less than
trivial and usually involves several runs of vacuum arc melting after which the so-
lidified ingot has to be processed mechanically into adequate dimensions [40–43].
Co-deposition with several magnetrons and mosaic targets on the other hand, re-
quires a less intensive preparation process, but it is harder to fine tune the deposi-
tion parameters in order to achieve a desired film composition [35, 36, 44]. This
can, however, also be conceived as a benefit as it implies that the composition of
the film can easily be changed. Nonetheless, this degree of freedom is limited be-
cause changing the discharge voltage, current or power of one magnetron does not
solely affect one single element but every element of the mosaic target. Therefore,
in this section we examine to what extent pressed powder targets can be used to
deposit HEA thin films. More specifically, pressed powder target are used for the
deposition of thin films containing Al, Cr, Fe, Co, Ni and Cu. Again, the focus
will be on the correlation between film and sample composition and how this is
influenced by the deposition parameters.

4.3.2 Deposition conditions

Three targets with different compositions were fabricated following the standard
method described in chapter 2. The maximum grain size of the powders is 50 µm
for Cu and Al (Goodfellow) and 44 µm for Cr, Fe, Co and Ni (Alfa Aesar). The
different target compositions can be found in Table 4.2. The standard conditions
for the depositions were a pure argon atmosphere of 0.5 Pa (25 sccm), a constant
discharge current of 0.09 A, a target-substrate distance of 9 cm and a grounded Si
substrate which was neither cooled nor heated5. Depositions were also carried out
at different pressures, as well as different target-substrate distances while main-
taining the other standard parameters. Figure 4.11 shows the discharge voltage
of target T1 as a function of pressure and the deposition rate as a function of the
target-substrate distance. The decrease of the discharge voltage with pressure is a
result of a reduced probability of electron recapture, yielding a higher ionization
degree. This behavior is unrelated to the target type and depends only on the dis-
charge current. Because the discharge current is low, the decrease in voltage is

5These depositions were carried out at the Laboratoire GREMI at the University of Orléans.
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linear in this pressure range [45].
While the discharge voltage varied only by a few volts (≈ 5 V) during each

deposition, plotting the discharge voltage as a function of the total time the targets
were sputtered, shows a significant decrease (Fig. 4.12). This is not related to
a change in surface composition, but is rather due to erosion of the racetrack as
similar voltage drops have been reported when changing the target thickness using
the same type of magnetron [45].

target No at.% Al at.% Cr at.% Fe at.% Co at.% Ni at.% Cu

T1 16.67 16.67 16.67 16.67 16.67 16.67
T3 17.07 21.77 19.51 17.17 12.36 12.12
T6 8.67 18.26 18.26 18.27 18.26 18.27

Table 4.2: Composition of the different HEA targets.
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Figure 4.11: Discharge voltage as a function of pressure (left) and deposition rate as a
function of target-substrate distance (right) for target T1 (equimolar mixture).

4.3.3 Film composition
4.3.3.1 EDX measurements

The composition of the samples was measured by EDX, both at the Ghent Univer-
sity (DRAFT) and at the University of Orléans (GREMI). To compare the obtained
results, we define a normalized composition distance δ:

δ =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

1

n

(
c
(1)
i − c

(2)
i

)2

(4.8)
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Figure 4.12: Average discharge voltage during depositions as a function of the total time
the target was sputtered. Except where noted, the pressure was 0.5 Pa.

where n is the number of elements in the film, ci the measured concentration
of element i and (1) and (2) denote the values obtained at DRAFT and GREMI
resp. This δ can be interpreted as a Euclidean distance between two points in
n dimensional “composition space”. The factor 1/

√
n takes into account that the

values of ci are correlated, as their sum should be 1. For example in the case of n =

2, if measurement 1 gives a composition of 80/20 at.% while measurement 2 gives
81/19 at.%, then the unnormalized compositional distance would be δ =

√
2, while

the individual elements differ only off by 1 at.%. Calculating the compositional
distance for all deposited films, an average value of δ = 2.02 ± 0.66 at.% is
found, indicating a very good correlation between the measurements performed
at DRAFT and at GREMI. The concentrations that are used in the following are
averaged values per element, with an error of δ2 = 1.01 at.%.

4.3.3.2 Influence of deposition conditions

Target T1, with equimolar concentrations of all elements, was used to deposit films
under standard conditions, but at different target-substrate distances, as well as
different pressures. The composition of the films as a function of those two para-
meters are given in Fig. 4.13. Two remarks can be made. First of all, both plots
show that the deposition conditions hardly affect the composition of the film. SIM-
TRA calculations for the seperate elements show that the fraction of transported
elements arriving at the substrate scales with distance and pressure in the same
manner for all elements, regardless of their mass. Hence, no change in film com-
position is noticed when changing these parameters. Second, the composition of
all films lies very close to the theoretical target composition and differs only by a
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few percent for each element.
Both of these observations are also clear when plotting the compositional dis-

tance as a function of the pressure, the target-substrate distance or the pressure-
distance product (Fig. 4.14). The compositional distance does not change as a
function of these deposition parameters, and varies around 2 %.
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Figure 4.13: Composition of HEA films deposited at different pressures (left) and at differ-
ent target-substrate distances (right). The depositions were carried out at a
constant discharge current of 0.09 A.
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Figure 4.14: Compositional distance, or the deviation of the the film composition from the
target composition as a function of pressure, target-substrate distance and the
pressure-distance product.

Several reasons are possible for these small differences: gas scattering, a target
surface that is not in steady state or a target surface that is in steady state, but
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one that does not result in metal fluxes which correspond to the bulk composition.
Whether the deviation in composition is related to gas scattering can be easily
checked using SIMTRA. Similar to the simulations for Fe-ITO, the fraction ftr of
transported particles arriving at the substrate can be calculated using the simulated
angular distributions6 from chapter 1. Assuming that the metal fluxes at the target
are in steady state and correspond to the bulk composition of the target, then the
predicted concentration ci (at.%) of each element i is given by:

ci =
F

(i)
m f

(i)
tr∑6

i=1 F
(i)
m f

(i)
tr

(4.9)

with F (i)
m the metal flux (atoms/cm2s) of element i at the target. In the case of the

equimolar target T1, F (i)
m is equal for all elements, so the concentrations can be

easily calculated. Figure 4.15 shows the predicted film composition for target 1
under the assumption that the relative metal fluxes correspond to the bulk compo-
sition of the target. The fact that the predicted film composition corresponds better
to the target composition than the actual measured composition teaches us two
things: 1) the measured composition cannot be explained by gas scattering and 2)
the assumption that the metal fluxes at the substrate equal the target bulk compo-
sition is incorrect. In Fig. 4.16, Fig. 4.17 and Fig. 4.18 the concentrations of all
samples are plotted as a function of the total time each target was sputtered. These
show that there is no clear evolution of the film composition, i.e. the metal fluxes
do not change in time. This implies that the target actually is in steady state, albeit
one which does not result in equimolar fluxes. This would mean that the observed
differences between theoretical target composition and film composition can most
likely be attributed to an inhomogeneous mixing of the different powders.
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Figure 4.15: Predicted film composition by SIMTRA for an equimolar target. The red
dashed line indicates the equimolar fraction.

6Again the assumption is made that the simulated angular distributions are valid for all elements.
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Figure 4.16: Atomic concentrations of each element in HEA films deposited with target T1
as a function of time.
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Figure 4.17: Atomic concentrations of each element in HEA films deposited with target T3
as a function of time.
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Figure 4.18: Atomic concentrations of each element in HEA films deposited with target T6
as a function of time.

4.3.4 Conclusion

Pressed powder targets containing six different elements were successfully used
for the deposition of HEA films and show a good control over the film composi-
tion. While the compositions of the films do not exactly match those of the targets,
it should be noted that these differences are limited to 5 at.% at most and can be
attributed to an inhomogeneous mixing of the different powders. Furthermore, it
was shown that the film composition does not depend on the target-substrate dis-
tance, nor on the pressure. Hence, this method can be easily applied to investigate
the influence of different deposition parameters on film properties, without having
to worry about affecting the film composition.
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5
Conclusions

The aim of this work is to provide the reader with a thorough investigation of the
possibilities, the limitations and the implications of using pressed powder targets
as a deposition source for DC magnetron sputtering. In retrospect, this thesis can
be divided into three parts: (i) a general description of magnetron sputtering, (ii)
how this applies to sputtering single element powder targets, and (iii) how mixed
targets can be used for the deposition of multi-component thin films.

5.1 Part I

We start off in chapter 1 with an overview of the basic aspects of magnetron sput-
tering. A brief description of the magnetron discharge is followed by an in-depth
analysis of the sputter yield and the angular distribution. While Sigmund’s ana-
lytical solution of the Boltzmann transport equation provides us with a rigorous
frame in which these concepts can be treated, the model asks for an idealized rep-
resentation of the sputter process. For example, it is assumed that the collision
cascade is fully developed and that the recoil density is isotropic, which does not
always agree with the physical reality. Therefore several software packages such
as SRIM, TRIDYN etc. have been developed to simulate the evolution of the colli-
sion cascade and track the movement of ions and atoms throughout the target. In
this way the sputter yield can be calculated and the angular distribution of the sput-
tered particles can be deduced. It is shown that sputter yields obtained with these
computer models are within an acceptable range of experimentally determined val-
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ues, yet there is still a significant difference between the two. The same holds for
the angular distributions. While simulations and analytical models give a cosine
shaped profile, experiments show that during magnetron sputtering the angular dis-
tribution is better described by an under cosine or even a more pronounced heart
shape. One factor that is not taken into account in the analytical model, nor the
simulations, but one that is clearly present in experiments, is the surface morpho-
logy of the target. The chapter therefore concludes with the remark that while it
is known that the surface morphology of the target influences the sputter yield and
the angular distribution of sputtered atoms, this is seldom taken into account when
simulations are used to calculate these sputter yields and/or the nascent angular
distribution, or when simulations of the sputter process are compared to experi-
ments.

5.2 Part II

This is further elaborated on in the second part, which consists of chapter 2. Here,
pressed powder targets of a single element are used to investigate how and to what
degree the surface morphology influences the sputter deposition process. Before
doing so, the changes in the discharge characteristics that are introduced when
switching from solid to powder targets are discussed. It is shown that the thermal
conductivity of the powder targets puts a constraint on their fabrication, at least
when the intention is to sputter them with a non-pulsed DC powered discharge. To
ensure an efficient cooling, the powder needs be pressed and even then the power
density on the target should remain limited to about 10 W/cm2. When these two
criteria are met, the targets can be sputtered under a stable discharge.

The sputter yields of several elements (Al, Ti, Cu and Ag) are then experimen-
tally determined by sputtering both regular solid targets as well as pressed powder
targets. Comparing these values shows that the yields obtained from the powder
targets are either higher (Al), lower (Cu and Ag) or remain unchanged (Ti) with re-
spect to the ones obtained from the standard sputter targets. Keeping this in mind,
it is discussed that a distinction should be made between the “elemental” sputter
yield of a material and its “effective” sputter yield. The first is defined as the sput-
ter yield that is obtained when an atomically flat target is sputtered by ions that hit
the target perpendicularly. The latter is the sputter yield that is obtained when a
real target is sputtered, i.e. a target with a specific surface morphology. Optical
profilometry measurements of the different target surfaces reveal that these are far
from atomically flat, but rather consist of distinct hills, valleys, inclined planes,
plateaus etc. These features induce two competing processes, of which the domi-
nating one will determine how the effective sputter yield compares to the elemental
sputter yield.

The first of these competing processes is an increase in the elemental sputter
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yield due to an off normal angle of incidence. This increase can be understood
by analyzing the spatial dimensions of the collision cascade and its evolution as
a function of the angle of incidence. The process that competes with this yield
increase is the redeposition of particles onto the target surface. After all, particles
that are emitted from a deeper lying point at the target surface can get redeposited
on a neighbouring slope, which will reduce the measured effective sputter yield.

To quantify the yield increase SRIM, TRIDYN and TRIM.SP are used, while for
the calculation of the number of sputtered particles that get redeposited a Monte
Carlo code was developed, which uses the optical profilometry measurements as
input. It is shown that a correct combination of these simulation codes can repro-
duce the differences that are observed between the sputter yields that are obtained
from the different targets.

The second chapter ends with the construction of the angular distribution of
the sputtered atoms by further analyzing the output of the developed MC code.
The surface morphology leads to a strong heart-shaped angular profile, which,
when taking into account the shape of the racetrack, evolves to more cosine like
profile as the target becomes more eroded. Finally, these obtained angular distribu-
tions are used as input for the particle trajectory code SIMTRA which simulates the
movement of metal particles throughout the gas phase. This enables us to simulate
the deposition rate for a given experimental setup. Doing this for the deposition of
Ti using a regular target and Al using a powder target, the error on the simulated
deposition rates decreases by 50% when using the simulated angular distributions
as compared to using a classic cosine distribution.

5.3 Part III

The third and last part of this thesis is covered in chapters 3 and 4, where the
use of mixed powder targets for the deposition of multi-component thin films is
discussed. Chapter 3 starts with an explanation of the steady state model by Cohen
and Riess, which describes the time dependence of the target surface composition
and the metal fluxes of a mixed powder target. The model predicts that the surface
coverage of each element in the target evolves to a steady state in which the relative
metal fluxes emitted by the target are the same as the composition of the target.

In order to relate the composition of the target to the composition of a de-
posited film, the transport of the metal particles needs to be accounted for as well.
For this, the particle trajectory code SIMTRA is used again. By simulating the
fraction of particles that arrive at the substrate for both Cu and Al, we can cal-
culate the composition of a film given a certain metal flux ratio at the target. An
important input parameter for these simulations is the nascent angular distribution
as this describes the initial direction of the sputtered particles. Simulations are
carried out using both a classic cosine distribution, as well as the angular distribu-
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tions obtained with the MC code from chapter 2. While for the cosine distribution
the fraction of particles at the substrate depends on the mass of the transported
particle, this is not the case for the simulated distributions. This implies that a
cosine distribution would result in a film composition that differs from the target
composition, while the custom distribution should result in a composition which
corresponds to the metal flux ratio at the target. To verify this experimentally, sev-
eral Cu-Al targets with varying compositions are used to deposit both metallic as
well as oxygen rich films, and indeed, the metal ratios of those films correspond
to the composition of the target. This not only proves the steady state model to be
correct, but the simulated distributions as well, as the measured film composition
cannot be explained with a cosine angular distribution.

While chapter 3 discusses the basic aspects of sputtering a binary powder mix-
ture, in chapter 4 it is studied how this applies to targets containing more than two
elements. In a first case study, targets containing different ratios of indium, tin and
iron are fabricated and used to deposit metallic In-Sn-Fe thin films as well as Fe-
doped ITO. In contrast to the deposition of the Cu-Al(-O) films, the composition
of the In-Sn-Fe films did not exactly correspond to the respective target composi-
tions as the films contained an excess of Fe. It is shown that this difference is not
related to gas scattering or particle transport, nor to the difference in grain sizes,
but rather a result of the Fe surface coverage being larger than what it should be.
It is suggested that this might be related to an inhomogeneous mixing of the pow-
ders. The depositions of the Fe-ITO films on the other hand show that the method
can be easily applied to investigate cation substitution in a crystal structure. Some
properties of these films are briefly discussed and results obtained for the pure ITO
films correspond well with literature data.

In a second case study pressed powder targets containing six different elements
are fabricated for the deposition of high entropy alloys. Three targets with different
compositions were studied to deposit these films under varying deposition condi-
tions. It is shown that the total film composition differs only by 5 at.% at most
from the target compositions and can again be understood by taking into account
the simulated heart shaped angular distributions. Furthermore, it is shown that
the film composition is not influenced by the deposition conditions, illustrating the
versatility of using mixed powder targets for multi-component thin film deposition.

Throughout this thesis four different systems have been used to deposit multi-
component thin films with varying compositions. To summarize, we use the com-
positional distance which was defined in chapter 4 and used to compare different
EDX results, to quantify how close the film compositions are to the target compo-
sitions. In this case, the compositional distance δ is calculated as follows:

δ =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

1

n

(
c
(f)
i − c

(t)
i

)
(5.1)
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Figure 5.1: Composition distance for each atomic concentration of the different elements
in the investigated systems.

with n the number of different elements in the film and c(f)
i and c(t)i the atomic

concentration of element i in the film and the target respectively. Figure 5.1 shows
the compositional distances for all systems as a function of the metal ratio of each
element in the different targets. This plot nicely illustrates to what extent the film
composition can be controlled at the target level when using powder targets. For
two systems, the Cu-Al and the HEA, this control is excellent as target and film
composition differ by less than 5 at.%. For the other two systems, this control
is not as good, indicating that not every powder mixture will give equally good
results. Either way, when depositing multi-component thin films, it is definitely
worth carefully weighing the pros and cons of using pressed powder targets. To
summarize these can be found in Table 5.1. Possible disadvantages are: (i) ad-
equate cooling of the target is essential for a stable discharge, meaning that the
powder targets should be pressed and/or that the power density on the target should
be limited, (ii) arcing might be an issue if there’s a large difference in electri-
cal conductivity between the used powders and (iii) the fabrication of the target
should ensure a homogeneous distribution of the different powders throughout the
target. The pros on the other hand are (i) a very simple geometry as only a sin-
gle magnetron is needed and (ii) provided the targets are well mixed, it offers a
good control over the film composition which is independent of several deposi-
tion conditions. When the number of desired elements in the film increases, the
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pros quickly outweigh the cons and powder targets can without a doubt be taken
into consideration as a cheap alternative for alloy targets, segmented targets and/or
co-deposition.

disadvantages advantages

• limited power density

• arcing

• requires a good homogeneous
mixture

• simple geometry

• good control over film compo-
sition

• condition independent compo-
sition

Table 5.1: Pros and cons of using powder targets.
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A
Ti-Ag Mixed Powder Targets

In chapter 3 metallic depositions of Ti-Ag films were discussed. In contrast to the
Cu-Al films, their composition did not correspond to that of the targets, as there
was an excess of Ag. This can be explained by a high degree of arcing that occured
during these depositions, in which case the steady state model no longer applies.
Figure A.1 shows the pinholes that are created in the target due to arcing, causing
the ejection of large clusters of material.

(a) (b)

Figure A.1: (a) A pressed Ti-Ag powder target with pinholes created by arcing and (b) a
SEM image of one pinhole.
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B
Surface Composition of Mixed Powder

Targets

B.1 Introduction

Energy Dispersive X-ray diffraction (EDX) is a powerful technique to determine
the composition of a sample. There are several limitations, however, that make it
unsuitable for checking the bulk and/or surface composition of (pressed) powder
targets: 1) due to the penetration depth of the X-rays it is impossible to distin-
guish between which part of the signal orginates from atoms at the surface and
which part orginitas from bulk atoms and 2) most importantly, all quantitative cal-
culations performed by the EDX software are based on the assumption that the
material through which the X-rays pass is microscopically homogeneous, i.e. that
the material is the same at every point as at the point of X-ray generation. Espe-
cially the second point will give distorted results when performing standard EDX
measurements on a mixed powder target.

This is not to say that EDX is to be disregarded when dealing with powder
targets. On the contrary, it is possible to retrieve valuable information regarding
the (surface) composition of the targets, it is just a matter of correctly analyzing
the obtained data.
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B.2 EDX mapping
The SEM picture in Fig. B.1a shows that the mixed powder target consists of
several distinguishable grains. Identifying each seperate grain would enable us
to calculate the fraction of surface coverage of each element. For this, the SEM
image is divided into m × n pixels by placing a grid on top of it (Fig. B.1b). In
each pixel pij an EDX measurement is carried out with a reduced exposure time.
Based on the intensity of each element k in the EDX spectrum, an index value
a

(k)
ij is saved into a matrix M (k). This index a(k)

ij refers to a row of a 3 column
colormap containing the intensity of an RGB coded color. These results in k m×n
matrices with k corresponding colormaps. Figure B.2 shows the resulting images
of an EDX mapping of an HEA target containing 8.67 at.% Co and 18.26 at.% of
the other elements.

(a) (b)

Figure B.1: SEM image of a HEA mixed powder target.

B.3 Data processing
To combine all elemental images M (k) into a single composed image B, a new 3
column RGB colormap is defined containing k rows, one for each element. For
each pixel pij it is then determined for which element k the color intensity is larger
than a treshold value t1. This k is then assigned to the element bij of the image B,
resulting in an image where each pixel is represented by a single element. If for a
given pixel none of the elements have an intensity that exceeds the threshold value
t, the data is considered to be inconclusive, giving a “dead” pixel. Choosing a high
value for t reduces possible errors, but will increase the number of dead pixels.
Alternatively, the value of bij can also be determined by the highest intensity. This

1In order for this to yield a unique k, the minimum value of t should be 0.50.
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(a) Al (b) Cr

(c) Fe (d) Co

(e) Ni (f) Cu

Figure B.2: Elemental EDX mapping of an HEA target.

will result in an image without any dead pixels, but increases to probability to
assign the wrong element to a pixel. Figure B.3 shows the composed image B
obtained with a treshold t = 0.5 and with the maximum of intensities.

Calculating the surface coverage of an element k is then only a matter of count-
ing the number of elements of B for which bij = k and dividing by the number
of non dead pixels. As an example, the surface coverages were calculated for both
images in Fig. B.3, illustrating the difference obtained by the two methods. This
results are shown in Table B.1. Regardless of the method used, several mappings
of a single target should be done for a good statistical analysis of the results.
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 Al  Fe  Ni  inconclusive
 Cr  Co  Cu

Figure B.3: Composed image of an HEA target showing the identified individual grains.
Left: calculated with a treshold value of t = 0.50. Right: calculated with the
maximum intensity in each pixel.

element t = 0.50 without t

Al 0.1832 0.1726
Cr 0.1148 0.1078
Fe 0.1845 0.1748
Co 0.0260 0.0253
Ni 0.3248 0.3081
Cu 0.1667 0.2113

Table B.1: Calculated surface coverages with either a treshold value t = 0.50 or with the
maximum intensities.



C
Diffraction Peak Intensity of Fe-doped

In2O3

The intensity of a diffraction peak for a (hkl) plane is given by:

Ihkl = cAjhklPhklLhklF
2
hkl (C.1)

with c a constant dependent on the experimental setup, A a factor correcting for
X-ray absorption, jhkl the multiplicity of the plane, Phkl the Lorentz polarization
factor, Lhkl the Lorentz factor and Fhkl the structure factor. As we are only inter-
ested in the relative intensity, the constants c and A can be neglected. The other
factors can be calculated by the following equations:

Phkl =
1 + cos2 2θ

2
(C.2)

Lhkl = (sin θ sin 2θ)
−1 (C.3)

Fhkl =
∑
n

∑
j

fne
2πi(hxj+kyj+lzj) (C.4)

in which θ is the diffraction angle and fn the atomic scattering factor of the element
n at the atomic position (xj , yj , zj) in the unit cell. In2O3 belongs to the Ia-3 space
group and has a unit cell which contains 80 atoms: 32 cations (In) occupy the 8b

and 24d positions, while the 48 anions (O) occupy the 48e positions. Their atomic
coordinates (xj , yj , zj) can be calculated using these Wyckoff positions.
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element a1 a2 a3 a4

Fe3+ 11.1764 7.3863 3.3948 0.0724
In3+ 19.1045 18.1108 3.7890 0.0000
O2− 4.7580 3.6370 0.0000 0.0000

Table C.1: Cromer-Mann coefficients ai for Fe3+, In3+ and O2−.

element b1 b2 b3 b4 c

Fe3+ 0.9707 4.6147 0.3005 11.6729 38.5566
In3+ 4.996 35 0.5515 6.3247 17.3595 0.0000
O2− 1.5940 7.8310 30.0500 0.0000 0.0000

Table C.2: Cromer-Mann coefficients bi and c for Fe3+, In3+ and O2−.

The atomic scattering factors fn are calculated using the Cromer-Mann coeffi-
cients1 ai, bi and c:

fn = c+

4∑
i=1

aie
−bik2

(C.5)

where k = sin θ/λ, with λ the wavelength of the X-rays (1.5418 Å). The necessary
values of ai, bi and c are given in Table C.1 and Table C.2.

When Fe is substituted for In, a fraction of the In sites will be occupied by
Fe3+, the interaction with the X-rays is no longer correctly described by the atomic
scattering factor of In3+. Hence it is replaced with an averaged factor fx3+ , also
taking into account the atomic scattering factor of Fe3+:

fx3+ = xfFe + (1− x)fIn (C.6)

with x the fraction of In that has been replaced with Fe. The structure factor for a
(hkl) plane in Fe-doped In2O3 can then be calculated as follows:

Fhkl = fx3+ ·

 32∑
j′=1

e2πi(hxj′+kyj′+lzj′)

+fO2− ·

 48∑
j′′=1

e2πi(hxj′′+kyj′′+lzj′′)


(C.7)

where j′ and j′′ denote the In3+/Fe3+ and O2− sites respectively. By changing
the value of x in Eq. C.6 the intensity of a (hkl) diffraction peak can be calculated
as a function of the Fe content in the In2O3 matrix. This was done for the (222),

1These are tabulated in the original paper by Don T. Cromer and Joseph B. Mann, Acta Crysta.,
A24, 321 (1968) or can be found online at http://ftp.esrf.eu/pub/scisoft/xop2.3/
DabaxFiles/f0_CromerMann.dat.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1107/s0567739468000550
http://ftp.esrf.eu/pub/scisoft/xop2.3/DabaxFiles/f0_CromerMann.dat
http://ftp.esrf.eu/pub/scisoft/xop2.3/DabaxFiles/f0_CromerMann.dat
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Figure C.1: Calculated relative intensities of the (400) and (440) diffraction peak as a func-
tion of the fraction of In in In2O3 that has been replaced with Fe.

(400) and (440) plane. The relative intensities of the (400) and the (440) plane
with respect to the (222) plane are plotted in Fig. C.1 as a function of the Fe
concentration.
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